
AMERICAN FAMILY
INSURANCE

Employment at

http://www.designsbyserena.com


Software Used Job Duties

Adobe CC
• InDesign
• Photoshop
• Illustrator
• Acrobat 

Microsoft
• Word
• PowerPoint
• Excel
• Outlook
• Teams

ZOOM

Design
• Pre-press
• Layout
• Color correction

Art Direction
• Project/team lead
• Art direction
• Press checks and  

approvals
• Institute Branding  

Development

SKILLS  
Apple MAC platform

Illustration
• Concept sketching
• Technical and realistic
• Digital and traditional
• 2D & 3D

Additional
• Marketing’s cheerleader  

in advocating and following  
the Enterprise and AmFam’s 
brand guidelines  

• Project specific research 
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Full-Time Employee
§ June 2018 – Present

• Provide designs, illustrations, copy, editing support, and banding guidelines for company events, correspondence,  
posters, banners, electronic media, book layouts, bulk mailings, and etc. 

• Redesigned the corporate billing statements and customer facing correspondences. 
• In 2021 - redesigned the existing Atlas Property letters. These letters consist of either a point or a range estimate that  

is sent out from the agent to potential customers who own homes. Results for 2021: a 12% premium in force increase. 
• Lead designer for the Enterprise One Platform correspondence. These formated documents are now the template for  

the Enterprise Operation Companies. These customer facing documents consists of billing statements, letters, quotes, 
decs, and etc for American Family and its’ operating companies. Provided designs and branding guidance for  
team members.

• Worked cohesively with HR, Marketing, Branding, and Communication Departments on marketing or branding projects.   
• Leadership roles for the Graphic Design team in DPR: 

– Assist in reviewing resumes, interviewing, and hiring design contingent workers and a full-time designer 
– Lead graphic designer workload meetings 
– Spearheaded the records management clean-up on networks to be complaint with company standards 
– Update and initiated standard work and lean tools 
– Part of Enterprise teams’ Vendor RFP review process. 

• Prepare files for print, digital hand-offs, and conduct press checks. 

On-site Contractor 
Spherion, Madison, WI § February 2017–June 2018
Spherion, Madison, WI § March 2016–December 2016
Spherion, Madison, WI § August 2015–December 2015

Teamed with: designers, managers, executives, vendors, in-house printer, and internal clients. 

Clients: American Family Insurance internal and external clients.  

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER  

SKILLS  
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

2018 
Corporate Responsibility Report
•  76 pages

•  Size: 12” x 9”
Click here

Link to 2018, 2019, and 2020
Corporate Responsibility Reports

• Press Print

• Documents are on AmFam.com

• Material: Recycled Paper 

• Full Color (PMS and CMYK)

• Perfect Bound1
Art directed photo shoot 
of executives, building, 
and front cover. 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 

https://www.amfam.com/about/corporate-responsibility
https://www.amfam.com/about/corporate-responsibility
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At a time when our customers, employees and 
communities were navigating through a once-in-a-

lifetime pandemic, the mission, vision and values of 
American Family Insurance were never more relevant.  

Even before COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic, 

we were planning for how to best care for our people,  

so they could support our customers. We were ready. 
And we stepped in during a tumultuous time for 

everyone. We made an impact with our actions. This report highlights those actions – and more.  
Our communities not only faced epic health and 

economic crises during 2020, they faced equally historic 

leadership and racial crises. We focused on all four 
because they demanded action and results. We sought – 

and continue to look for – innovative solutions that help  

our customers, empower our people, and address 
societal issues affecting our communities.  

For years, we’ve stood with the LGBTQ community and fully 

supported the 2020 Supreme Court ruling protecting LGBTQ 

people from employment discrimination. We also added  

our company name to the “Hispanic Promise,” a national  

pledge to hire, promote, retain and celebrate Hispanic/Latinx 

people in the workplace and community. American Family remains dedicated to tackling climate 

resiliency, too. We signed the “We Are Still In” pledge,  
a commitment to meet requirements laid out by the  

Paris Climate Accord, while encouraging other  
companies to join us.  

During challenging times, we led our industry, providing 

customers with exceptional service and value. We put the 

safety of our people and support of our customers first,  

while also using our financial strength, resources  
and voices to give back to our communities,  

and protect our environment. 
In 2021, we solidified our commitment to expanding this 

work, pledging $105 million over five years through our 

Free to Dream initiative, which will strengthen community 

partnerships that bridge equity gaps, build healthy,  
sustainable communities and fight for social justice. Our actions truly speak to who we are as a company: agile, 

resilient, caring and inclusive. Our employees and agency 

owners displayed – and continue to display – these  
qualities as they serve our customers and communities.   

The future is brighter, and our communities are stronger 

 when we work together. We hope the stories in this report 

inspire you the way they’ve inspired us. 

Chair and CEO Jack Salzwedel speaking to Enterprise President and CEO-Elect Bill Westrate.

Chair and CEO

Enterprise President and CEO-Elect

STRONGERTOGETHER

The stories, people and results included in this report display our passion for coming together with our customers, employees 

and agency owners to drive positive economic, social and environmental change.  

These issues are core to American Family’s business strategy. Tackling them with our communities, local nonprofit partners,  

and the support of our employees and agency owners, has and will continue to make us stronger – together.  

There’s an expectation for business to lead – to act – in this moment. And American Family led with our words and actions. 

Through the American Family Insurance Institute for Corporate and Social Impact, we funded more than $11 million worth  

of venture investments in startups focused on social good. 
To support COVID-19 relief efforts, we committed nearly $7 million to community partners assisting those most in need.  

We also led our industry in returning more than half a billion dollars to our customers in premium relief. 
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

OUR INSPIRATION FORWARD 
Not only is American Family Insurance making deep investments in our communities and 

in our sustainability efforts, we’re also committed to the future in the way we invest in our 

employees and recruit our talent. 

We’ve found that our strongest way forward is through our people – our diverse, innovative 

and dedicated employees. Giving them the tools they need to succeed, through targeted 

training, mentorships and professional challenges, has put our company on a pathway that 

helps us grow and allows us to achieve transformational change that aligns with our values. 

TRANSFORMATION 
American Family is developing innovative products that protect our customers and their 

dreams.  We’re attracting highly skilled specialists in data science, software engineering,  

data analytics and other advancing fields to create a stronger foundation for our  

expanding business.  

The end result is momentum from a place of strength, allowing us to meet ever-changing 

challenges for our customers, within our company and within our communities. 

As we integrate our work with new technologies and new thinking, we’ve committed 

ourselves to a process of learning and growth for our employees.  Initiatives such as 

Changing Nature of Work and Ignite—our process improvement and innovation area— 

broaden our belief in what’s possible, as individuals and as a company.  

We’ve established pathways for learning that are igniting new conversations and opening 

doors to new ideas. We support diverse sources for education in essential future skills, such 

as data and digital literacy, emotional intelligence, growth mindset, inclusive excellence  

and transformational leadership.

We’re at a point where we can deploy the right people, assets, data and capabilities to  

tackle new risks and seize opportunities. The acceptance of varying points of view built  

on new knowledge has the potential to help us create great change in the way we protect 

our customers and support our communities.

We recognize the changing nature of 
work requires a comprehensive approach 

to developing our existing workforce, attracting top 
talent and supporting a highly collaborative and agile 

work experience. Because of that, we launched a robust 
learning portal that supports our diverse workforce 

with the necessary skills to compete in the future while 
elevating the individual learner experience.

At American Family, we inspire, 
protect and restore dreams.

In the digital era, that means putting the best 
talent into a culture of innovation to reinvent an 

industry that makes everyone’s lives better.  

–JAN KITTOE, 
      Talent Development and Ignite Vice President

–AMAN CHADHA, 
     Talent Acquisition Vice President 
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OUR FRAMEWORK
American Family’s corporate responsibility mission is to make a meaningful difference in our communities and our environment and for  

our people as proactive protectors of what matters most. We serve this mission through the following:

We lead collaboration in community 

involvement and empower our communities to 

be more socially impactful and resilient. 

We reduce our environmental footprint by 

integrating sustainability principles and practices 

throughout our company and our communities. 

We foster a culture of diverse and 

inclusive well-being for ourselves, our 

customers and our communities.  

INVESTING IN OUR  
COMMUNITIES 

SUSTAINING OUR
ENVIRONMENT

EMPOWER 
OUR PEOPLE

We protect what matters most by partnering with others to help find solutions to problems facing 
our customers and our communities where they – and we – live. We want to create positive social, 

environmental and economic impact because we believe that leads to more flexibility in how we ALL 
pursue dreams. We account for the voices and needs of all our customers, employees and communities. 

We believe corporate responsibility means being a 
leader that creates a positive economic, social and 
environmental impact, together with measurable 

benefits for our customers, employees, agency 
owners and the world around us.

CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY 
PROGRESS AND 
PERFORMANCE
At American Family, we understand the 

importance of measuring what matters. 

We have been intentional about reporting 

on our progress and performance. While 

many measurements related to corporate 

responsibility and sustainability exist, we 

continue to work with corporate  stakeholders 

to identify the most critical measurements or 

key performance indicators (KPIs) highlighted 

throughout the report and captured in detail in 

the Appendix.  

GOVERNANCE PE
RF

OR
MA

NC
E

Reduce our environmental 
footprint by integrating 
sustainability principles 
and practices throughout 
our company and our 
communities

Lead collaboration in 
  community involvement
      and empower our 
            communities to be 
                   more socially
                         impactful and 
                                resilient 

Foster a culture of 
diverse and inclusive 
well-being for ourselves, 
our customers and our 
communities

PEOPLE

ENVIRONMENTCOMMUNITY
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PEOPLE

Investing in our communities:  

We lead collaboration in community involvement  

and empower our communities to be more socially  

impactful and resilient.

OUR CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY 

Sustaining our environment:  

We reduce our environmental footprint by integrating  

sustainability principles and practices throughout  

our company and our communities.

Empower our people:  

We foster a culture of diverse and inclusive well-being  

for ourselves, our customers and our communities.  

American Family’s corporate responsibility mission is to make a meaningful difference in our communities, our environment and for 

our people as proactive protectors of what matters most. We serve this mission through the following: 

COMMUNITIES

ENVIRONMENT

We protect what matters most by partnering with others to help find solutions to  

problems facing our customers and our communities where they – and we – live.  

We want to create positive social, environmental and economic impact because  

we believe that leads to more flexibility in how we ALL pursue dreams. We account  

for the voices and needs of all our customers, employees and communities. 

We believe corporate responsibility means being a leader that creates a positive  

economic, social and environmental impact, together with measurable benefits  

for our customers, employees, agency owners and the world around us. 

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY PROGRESS  

AND PERFORMANCE  
At American Family, we understand the importance of measuring what matters.  

We have been intentional about reporting on our progress and performance.  

While many measurements related to corporate responsibility and sustainability  

exist, we continue to work with corporate stakeholders to identify the most  

critical measurements or key performance indicators (KPIs) highlighted  

in these pages and captured in detail in the data pages at the end of this report.  

View more of our corporate responsibility story by using the QR code below.

OUR CR
STORY 
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PRESERVING HISTORY,  
PROMOTING DIALOGUE
In the aftermath of the killing of George Floyd, American Family Insurance  

asked community leaders in Madison, Wisconsin, how the company could help 

the fight for racial justice and equality. Local Circuit Court Judge Everett Mitchell 

responded quickly: As a part of ongoing social justice efforts, find a way to 

preserve the images and emotions of this moment so they are not forgotten.

That was the beginning of “Let’s Talk About It,” a pictorial book of the  

city-commissioned murals that lined Madison’s State Street,  

a landmark pedestrian street with small stores, restaurants and theatres, 

connecting the state’s Capitol with its flagship campus.

The 100-plus murals, some spanning up to a quarter-block, were created primarily by area artists of color and commissioned  

by the City of Madison Arts Commission. The artists used the plywood covering the windows of downtown businesses  

following Floyd’s killing by a Minneapolis police officer as their canvasses. The death sparked weeks of protests for racial  

justice in Madison and across the nation.

Most of the images are accompanied by photos of the artists and their thoughts about their work. 

OUR INSPIRATION FORWARD

A DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND  
INCLUSION INFLUENCER
“We want to be known as a diversity, equity and inclusion influencer in our 

communities,” says Yasir Kamal, Inclusive Excellence Vice President.

It’s an important goal for the American Family enterprise and touches nearly 

every facet of our business, from product development and customer service 

to recruitment, hiring and retention to marketing partnerships and community 

support. It’s incorporated into what we do and how we do it.

In 2020, we made more progress, in deeper ways, than we ever expected 

in such an unusual year. 

We hosted training and forums for employees, leaders and our agency owners 

to talk openly about experiences of racism and discrimination; we launched 

new business resource groups (BRGs) at American Family and our enterprise 

companies, including groups for Southeast/East Asian, South Asian, African 

American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx employees and allies; and we added three 

diverse members to our board of directors: Rosie Rios, former treasurer  

of the United States, Sheri Edison, legal executive, and Antoinette Leatherberry, 

risk and financial executive (who joined the board in 2021).

Our discussions and the work of our BRGs will influence our business decisions 

as we move forward, and the work to further the diversity of our teams is already 

underway.

We’ve expanded our recruiting efforts in deliberate and targeted ways, focusing 

on historically Black colleges and universities and partnerships with organizations 

that support development and recruitment of diverse employees and leaders. 

And, we’ve launched training around inclusive hiring practices for our recruiters 

and leaders.

THE ART, THE ARTISTS and THE RACIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT on MADISON’S STATE STREET

“ 

 We want to be known as a 
diversity, equity and inclusion 

influencer in our communities. ”

The American Family Insurance Institute for Corporate and Social Impact coordinated and designed the book,  

in addition to funding its printing and distribution. Copies of “Let’s Talk About It” were provided to the artists  

and other interested parties and organizations, including schools, nonprofits and libraries, free of charge. 

“We took Judge Mitchell’s words to heart,” said Nyra Jordan, social impact investment director at the Institute  

and project director for the book. “We embraced this book as not only an opportunity to preserve history,  

but also as a way to promote discussion and action that addresses systemic racism.”

In addition to its involvement in the book, American Family offered the mural artists access to a free business 

accelerator program for visual artists that helped them with copyright law, compensation models, mentorship, 

networking, and other support. A total of 19 artists participated in the program, Fellowship.art, which is run  

by gener8tor, a regional startup accelerator.
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CLIMATE AND 
COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
At American Family, we acknowledge the complex systemic social issues facing individuals and communities across the globe.  

The COVID-19 pandemic served as a wake-up call, illuminating the health, safety, and access disparities facing Black, Indigenous,  

and people of color. Climate change only further exacerbates these challenges.     

Climate change negatively affects human health and safety, quality of life and economic growth. Our collective response to the 

pandemic can be used as a model for how we can come together to address these interconnected issues. While we all experience 

the impacts of climate change, the most vulnerable populations are the ones most affected.  This puts our customers – and the 

communities we serve – at risk.  

GLOBAL AND NATIONAL IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN 2020 
• For the first time in the survey’s 10-year history, the 2019 World Economic Forum Global Risks Report ranked all of the top 

five global risks as being environmental. In 2020, those same five environmental risks made it into the top six, with infectious 
disease being first in impact and second in likelihood. Climate action failure ranked first in likelihood and second in impact.ii

• Worldwide economic losses from natural disasters were estimated at $268 billion in 2020. Of that, insured losses represented 
46% for a total $97 billion, leaving a global protection gap of 65% or $171 billion dollars.iii 

• The year 2020 was the second highest global land and ocean temperature year on record. The United States experienced 
22 weather or climate disasters, shattering the previous annual record of 16 events in 2011 and 2017. This was the sixth 
consecutive year (2015-2020) recorded in which 10 or more billion-dollar weather and climate disasters impacted the  
United States. The nation’s three largest wildfires in Colorado history and five of the six largest wildfires in California  
history occurred during 2020, making it the most active wildfire year on record. A record seven events linked  
to landfalling hurricanes or tropical storms generated over $1 billion in damages. iv 

LOOKING FORWARD 
As climate change continues to cause an increase in the frequency and  

severity of weather events, the humanitarian and financial impact  

of natural disasters is expected to grow. This will require climate resilience  

and mitigation strategies to navigate new forms of volatility, rethink  

access to capital, and reduce the protection gap as risks are amplified  

in an increasingly interconnected world.iii 

The insurance industry is at the forefront of climate action, serving  

as one of the primary mechanisms for risk valuation, monetization,  

transfer and recovery. In this industry, American Family has the  

opportunity to lead. 

As part of our corporate responsibility commitment, American Family  

is developing strategies to better understand the impacts of climate  

change. We’re continuing to invest in high-impact social entrepreneurs  

and startups that are tackling a more just transition to climate adaptation  

and mitigation through technology, products, services and programs.  

We are actively making direct investments in startups through our social 

impact venture fund, as well as building programs and partnerships  

around climate risk and community resilience.  

In 2020, we signed the “We Are Still In” pledge, which stated our support  

of climate action as outlined in the 2015 Paris Agreement. We used this 

platform to announce our goal to achieve carbon neutrality across scope  

1, 2, and 3 emissions by 2030. We launched a Climate Risk and Resiliency 

Working Group as well as a Youth Climate Collaborative, a partnership  

with youth climate advocates, government officials and business leaders.  

These groups will be engaging in conversation with the goal of opening 

opportunities for action that strengthen our role in climate action and 

community resilience.  

To enhance climate and community resilience across the country, American 

Family is committed to acting now. We believe reducing our environmental 

impact, understanding the issues of environmental injustice, and pursuing  

a just approach to climate risk adaptation and mitigation will support  

a thriving and more socially just future for our colleagues, our customers  

and our communities.

THE YEAR WE
PLAN TO ACHIEVE 
CARBON
NEUTRALITY 
ACROSS SCOPE 
1, 2, AND 3 EMISSIONS

2030

“ 

 To enhance climate and  
community resilience across  

the country, American Family  
is committed to acting now. ”
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2019 
Corporate Responsibility Report
• 70 pages

•  Size: 12” x 9” 

2020
Corporate Responsibility Report
• 28 pages
• Size: 8.5” x 11”

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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• Size: Various sizes up to 48”x72”

• Large Format Print

• Branding Colors - PMS and CMYK

National Headquarters B1 Corridor Walkway

Photo mock-up of the bays in B1 corridor located at the AmFam NHQ. This is to show the business partner what it would look like when it is completed. 

Mock-up idea of using 
an actual dog collar 
with dog tag. 

Large format printing 
completed, circle cut 
to size, and dog collar 
added

Final piece
on Bay 9.

Large format printing completed, 
circle cut to size, and box added

Mock-up idea of using an 
actual box with printed  
lettering on box.  

Final piece
on Bay 4.

One of the
fasted growing

Hispanic-American
populations in

the U.S.

Young, 
digitally savvy 

grads are looking to
get their start in the
Pacific Northwest.

Commute times 
are skyrocketing 

thanks to 
urban sprawl.

Leading the 
‘Silicon Prairie’ 
movement for 

tech innovation
in the Midwest.

COLORADO ARIZONA WASHINGTON GEORGIA MINNESOTA

Housing prices
have doubled 

in the last 
10 years.

Each of these locators will be glued on map in the state locations.
The legend in the lower right will be a seperate piece that also will be 
glued on. This is to give some demention to the map. 

Award on Circle 
Foam core for 3D 
effect.  Glued on 
Circle

AmFam  
Foam core for 3D 
effect. Glued on 
Circle

Large format printing 
completed with car 
engraved and circle 
cut to size.

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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• Large Format Print 

• Materials: Yuppo, foam board, magnets

• Branding Colors - CMYK

CONNECT - VEGAS OFFICE

What the logo looks 
like in the Vegas space 
after installed. 
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Rendering of the space to visually see what it 
would look like. 

Measurements provided to the installers 
for placement in the space. 

CONNECT - VEGAS OFFICE

What the logo looks 
like in the Vegas space 
after installed. 
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for placement in the space. 

CONNECT - VEGAS OFFICE

What the logo looks 
like in the Vegas space 
after installed. 
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Rendering of the space to visually see what it 
would look like. 

Measurements provided to the installers 
for placement in the space. 

• Large Format Print 

• Branded Colors

• Created space renderings

• Created spec sheet for installers

Office Signage Entry Door logo on glass door

Conference Room White Board

CONNECT - VEGAS OFFICE

What the logo looks 
like in the Vegas space 
after installed. 
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Rendering of the space to visually see what it 
would look like. 

Measurements provided to the installers 
for placement in the space. 

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS

• Large Format Print 

• Materials: Vinyl

Word Walls

• Large Format Print 

• Materials: Vinyl

• Branding Colors - CMYK

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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CUSTOMER FACING DOCUMENTS
Product Correspondence and Billing Statements

 Account Number: 111-222-333-44   CFR Billing Statement Date: 06/25/2012

When you provide a check for payment to American Family Insurance, you authorize us to either use information
from your check to make a one-time electronic deduction (ACH debit entry) from your bank account or process the
payment as a check transaction.

Please print any name, address, phone number changes or comments in the box below.

Please see the following page(s) for additional account information.
Corporate Office: American Family Insurance, 6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783-0001

Account Balance as of 05/25/2012 $2,059.50

Thank You! Payment Received on 06/07/2012 -$345.25

Administration Fee Charged on 06/08/2012 $2.00

Account Balance as of 06/25/2012 $1,716.25

If you wish to change to your policy(ies), please contact your agent to avoid further charges.
Activity processed after 06/25/2012 will be reflected on your next statement.

Billing Statement Date: 06/25/2012
Page 2 of 2

 
FEE INFORMATION

PAYMENT MAILING ADDRESSES

Administration Fee: A $2.00 installment fee is charged for customers who pay less than the account balance and who are  
not enrolled in automated funds transfer (AFT) or who have not signed up to receive bills electronically. To eliminate this fee, 
please do one of the following: (1) visit www.amfam.com to create a My Account login and sign up to receive your bills  
electronically. Once signed up you can pay electronically by setting-up automatic payments or scheduling one-time  
payments; (2) contact your agent to sign up for automated funds transfer (AFT); or (3) pay the account balance in full.
Handling Fee: A $5.00 late fee is charged when your minimum due is not received by the due date.
Returned Bank Item Fee: A $25.00 fee is charged when your bank does not honor your check or electronic  
payment.

Send Payment To: American Family Insurance, PO Box 9462, Minneapolis MN 55440-9462
Bill Payer Service: American Family Insurance, 302 N Walbridge Ave, Madison WI 53777-0001

ACCOUNT ACTIVITY

Billing Statement Date: 09/23/2020
Page 2 of 2

Billing Account Number: 600-000-000-08 Billing Statement Date: 09/23/2020

When you provide a check for payment to Main Street America Insurance, you authorize us to either use
information from your check to make a one time electronic deduction (ACH debit entry) from your bank account
or process the payment as a check transaction. Main Street America Insurance uses NGM Insurance to process
their payments so NGM Insurance may appear on your bank statement for this transaction.

Please print any name, address, phone number changes or comments in the below box.

ITEMIZED BILL DETAILS

Billed Item Policy Term
Minimum

Due
Account
Balance

Policy: H09914245 09/18/2020 to 09/18/2021 $335.68 $2,014.00

1 N Capitol Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Total: $335.68 $2,014.00

ACCOUNT ACTIVITY

Account Balance $0.00

09/18/2020 Homeowners Policy H09914245
New Policy Issued from 09/18/2020 to 09/18/2021

$2,014.00

Account Balance as of 09/24/2020 $2,014.00

If you wish to make changes to your policy, please contact your agent.
Activity processed after 09/23/2020 will be reflected on your next billing statement.

FEE INFORMATION

Installment Fee: A $7.00 fee is charged for customers who pay less than the account balance and are not enrolled in
automatic payments from their checking or savings account. To eliminate this fee, you can 1) sign up for automated
payments from your checking or savings account by contacting customer service at 1-888-832-4612 or your agent; or 2)
pay the account balance in full.

Late Fee: A $25.00 fee is charged when your minimum payment is not received by the due date.

Returned Bank Item Fee: A $25.00 fee is charged when your bank does not honor your check or electronic payment.

PAYMENT MAILING ADDRESS

Send Payment To: MAIN STREET AMERICA INSURANCE, MADISON, WI 53777-0001

Date Prepared:  XX/XX/XXXX 00:00 X.X.

55 West Street 
Keene, NH  03431
msagroup.com

[Phone number:  X-XXX-XXX-XXXX] 

[Agent Name]
[Agency Code (12345)]
[Agent Address 1]
[Agent City State Zip]
[Agent phone]
[Agent email]

VEHICLES INCLUDED IN THIS QUOTE

Vehicle Year Make Model Series VIN/Serial Number
1 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number]

2 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number]

3 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number]

PAYMENT OPTIONS FOR COVERAGE FROM XX/XX/XXXX TO XX/XX/XXXX

Initial Payment Monthly
Payment

Quarterly 
Payment Total Premium Full-Pay

Premium
$ [X,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX] $ [X,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX]

Save $[99,999.99] 
by paying in full

POLICY LEVEL PREMIUM

$[999,999] 

$[999,999] 

Total Premium $[999,999]

[Total Premium with Full Pay] $[999,999]

DISCOUNTS

[Discount] [Discount] [Discount]

[Discount] [Discount] [Ask your agent about discounts!]

Discount Savings: $[X,XXX.XX]

[Quote Number:  [XXXXXXXXXX]
[Quote Status:  Non-verified]

Underwritten by: [American Family Insurance Company]

AUTOMOBILE QUOTE
PREPARED FOR:
[Customer Name]
[PNI]
[SNI]

VE DEC 002 XX 11 20 Op Co: XXXPage X of X

You may be required to take additional action and/or provide additional documentation to qualify for certain discounts and coverage. 
These amounts are only an estimate and subject to final determination by the company. This is not a policy and no coverage is bound. 

Prepared by [user] 

General Information
Have you purchased or acquired a new home, condo, or piece of land that is not 
your primary residence? Yes  No

If yes, is the property rented to others? Yes  No

Property Information

Do you have a pool on your property? Yes  No

Please list any types of animals, such as pets, in the household.

Have you altered or renovated your home in the last year? Yes  No
If yes, please describe.

Do you conduct a business out of your home? Yes  No
If yes, please describe.

Do you have any roomers or boarders in your home? Yes  No
Have you installed an alarm system in your home in the last year? Yes  No
Please let us know if you are interested in learning about any of the following insurance products:

Additional home coverage       Auto Insurance              Umbrella insurance

Specialty Vehicle insurance     Business insurance             

SERVICE CENTER RENEWAL
POLICY INFORMATION 

Please complete the form below and return it to: [Return information]

HO QST 001 GE 11 20 Page 1 of 1 [Op Co: XX]

Policy Number: [policy number] Named Insured(s): [PNI]

[SNI]

HOMEOWNERS QUOTE
PREPARED FOR:
[Customer Name]

Section I - Property Coverage Limit Premium

Coverage A - Dwelling $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

Coverage B - Other Structures            $[999,999] [Included]

Coverage C - Personal Property $[999,999] [Included]

Coverage D - Loss Of Use $[999,999] [Included]

Section II - Liability Coverage Limit Premium

Coverage E - Personal Liability $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

Coverage F - Medical Expense $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

Endorsements Limit Premium

[Endorsement Name] [- $XXX deductible applies] $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

[Endorsement Name] [- $XXX deductible applies] $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

[Endorsement Name] [- $XXX deductible applies] $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

[Endorsement Name] [- $XXX deductible applies] [Per Item Limit] $[999,999]
[Total Aggregate Limit] $[999,999] $[999,999.99]

COVERAGE DETAILS

Underwritten by: [XXXXXX]

Quote Number:  [XXXXXXXXXX]
[Quote Status: Non-verified]

INSURED LOCATION
[1234 Street Address, City STATE XXXXX-XXXX]

PAYMENT OPTIONS FOR COVERAGE FROM XX/XX/XXXX TO XX/XX/XXXX

55 West Street 
Keene, NH  03431
msagroup.com

[Phone number: X-XXX-XXX-XXXX] 

[Agent Name]
[Agency Code (12345)]
[Agent Address 1]
[Agent City State Zip]
[Agent phone]
[Agent email]

Date Prepared: XX/XX/XXXX 00:00 X.X.

DISCOUNTS

[Discount] [Discount] [Discount]

[Discount] [Discount] [Ask your agent about discounts!]

Discount Savings: $[X,XXX.XX]

HO DEC 002 [XX] 11 20 Op Co: [XXX]Page [X] of [X]

You may be required to take additional action and/or provide additional documentation to qualify for certain discounts and coverage. 
These amounts are only an estimate and subject to final determination by the company. This is not a policy and no coverage is bound. 

Prepared by [user] 

Initial Payment Monthly
Payment Total Premium Full-Pay

Premium
$ [X,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX] $[XX,XXX.XX]

Save $[99,999.99] 
by paying in full

This area is for 
future Quarterly

Payment

This is not a policy document and does not provide any coverage or change any provisions of your policy. Your policy contains conditions,
limitations and exclusions. If there is any difference in your policy and this information, your policy will govern.

®Main Street America Insurance. Policy underwritten by Midvale Indemnity Company,
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783. ©2020

PU PCO 001 GE 11 20 Page 1 of 1 Op Co: [XXX]

We want you to understand your policy and be confident you have the coverage you need to protect what matters most. 
For complete details, please refer to your policy or call us at the number listed above.

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR PERSONAL UMBRELLA POLICY

PERSONAL LIABILITY COVERAGE
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

[UNINSURED/UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE]
{Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]}

HELPING YOU SAVE
{With these discounts you are saving $[xxx.xx]} 

[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name] 
[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name]

[Ask your agent about discounts!]

WHATS NEW?

Have you moved recently, or bought a new car? Your  
Umbrella policy provides coverage for the underlying  

exposures listed on your declarations- for example cars,  
motorcycles, recreational vehicles, homes, etc. Remember  

to notify us of any changes so your Umbrella has  
the coverage you need!

YOUR POLICY INFORMATION
Policy #: [99999-99999-99]

Policy Effective Date: [mm/dd/yyyy]
Annual Premium: [$X,XXX.XX]

[AGENT NAME]
[Agent Phone Number] 

[Agent Email]
[Op Co Phone]  [Op Co Website]

 

 

 

[Your Umbrella provides Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist coverage for your injuries above your underlying limits from 
an accident caused by an uninsured or underinsured vehicle.[ 

Bodily Injury and Property
Damage Liability

Your Umbrella covers bodily injury liability and 
property damage liability above the liability  

limits in your home, auto, motorcycle,  
recreational vehicle, or boat policies.

Personal Injury

An Umbrella includes personal injury  
coverage which is often not included in  

other insurance policies. Personal injury  
can include libel, slander, invasion of  

privacy or other similar claims.

Worldwide Coverage

Your Umbrella provides coverage worldwide   
for bodily injury liability, property damage  
liability, and personal injury, which is often  
 not included in other insurance policies.

Attorney’s Fees

An Umbrella covers attorney’s fees (and  other 
costs related to your defense) in  addition to  

the limit of the Umbrella policy.

[      ] [      ]

6000 AMERICAN PARKWAY
MADISON WI 53783-0001

VALUED CUSTOMER
1307 SUNSHINE AVE
ANYWHERE, AZ 98665-9999

PO Box 9462
Minneapolis MN 55440-9462

Make payment to:
American Family Insurance

Amount Enclosed

$ .

BILLING STATEMENT
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amfam.com 1-800-MY AMFAM (692-6326)

Indicate name, address, phone number changes or comments on back.

Account Number:  111-222-333-44

Detach on the perforation and return the stub with your payment. Please do not paper clip or staple your payment to the stub.

Thanks for your business! We�re here to serve you...
Your Agent  Joe Smith

jsmith@amfam.com
(555) 555-5555

24-Hour Service 1-800-MY AMFAM
(1-800-692-6326)

Make a Payment Visit www.amfam.com
Call 1-866-424-8002

BILLING STATEMENT

Amount Enclosed

$ .

 American Family Insurance
VALUED CUSTOMER
1307 SUNSHINE AVE
ANYWHERE  WI  98665-9999

Make payment to: 

PO BOX 9462
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55440-9462

01112223330000011833200000000000000321162

Minimum Due

Account Balance

DUE DATE 12/26/2017
$118.33

$321.16

Billing Statement

6000 AMERICAN PKWY
MADISON WI 53783-0001

BILLING STATEMENT

Please see the following page(s) for additional account information. 

Statement Date: 11/30/2017
Page 1 of 2

 
 

Itemized Bill Detail for Account Number:  111-222-333-44
Billed Item Policy Term Minimum Current

Description Policy Status Due Balance

Policy: 46BH-1111-11-11-PHGS-WI
Property:
1307 Sunshine Ave
Anywhere WI 98665-9999

08/26/2017 to 08/26/2018
Active  

$14.75 $118.00

Policy: 1111-1111-01-11-FPPA-WI
2006 Pontiac G6 SE

08/26/2017 to 02/26/2018
Active 

$101.58 $203.16

Administration Fee
Charged for paying less than the account balance

$2.00 $0.00

TOTALS $118.33 $321.16

Payment is due by 12/26/2017.  To pay now, visit www.amfam.com or call 1-866-424-8002.
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amfam.com 1-800-MY AMFAM (692-6326)

Indicate name, address, phone number changes or comments on back.

Account Number:  111-222-333-44

Detach on the perforation and return the stub with your payment. Please do not paper clip or staple your payment to the stub.

Thanks for your business! We�re here to serve you...
Your Agent  Joe Smith

jsmith@amfam.com
(555) 555-5555

24-Hour Service 1-800-MY AMFAM
(1-800-692-6326)

Make a Payment Visit www.amfam.com
Call 1-866-424-8002

BILLING STATEMENT

Amount Enclosed

$ .

 American Family Insurance
VALUED CUSTOMER
1307 SUNSHINE AVE
ANYWHERE  WI  98665-9999

Make payment to: 

PO BOX 9462
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55440-9462

01112223330000011833200000000000000321162

Minimum Due

Account Balance

DUE DATE 12/26/2017
$118.33

$321.16

Billing Statement

6000 AMERICAN PKWY
MADISON WI 53783-0001

BILLING STATEMENT

Please see the following page(s) for additional account information. 

Statement Date: 11/30/2017
Page 1 of 2

 
 

Itemized Bill Detail for Account Number:  111-222-333-44
Billed Item Policy Term Minimum Current

Description Policy Status Due Balance

Policy: 46BH-1111-11-11-PHGS-WI
Property:
1307 Sunshine Ave
Anywhere WI 98665-9999

08/26/2017 to 08/26/2018
Active  

$14.75 $118.00

Policy: 1111-1111-01-11-FPPA-WI
2006 Pontiac G6 SE

08/26/2017 to 02/26/2018
Active 

$101.58 $203.16

Administration Fee
Charged for paying less than the account balance

$2.00 $0.00

TOTALS $118.33 $321.16

Payment is due by 12/26/2017.  To pay now, visit www.amfam.com or call 1-866-424-8002.
 

Please see the following page(s) for additional account information.
Indicate name, address, phone number changes or comments on back of stub.Detach on the perforation and return the stub with your payment.

Please do not paper clip or staple your payment to the stub.

Billed Item
Description

Policy Term
Policy Status

Minimum
Due

Account
Balance

Policy: 02X4-1234-13-85-BLBK-AZ
            Business Key Policy

12/21/2011 to 12/21/2012
Active

$57.25 $286.25

Policy: 02X4-1234-14-80-BLBK-AZ
           Business Key Policy

12/21/2011 to 12/21/2012
Active

$37.75 $188.75

Policy: 02X4-1234-15-82-BLWC-AZ
           Workers Compensation

12/21/2011 to 12/21/2012
Active

$248.25 $1,241.25

Administration Fee:  Charged for paying less than the account balance $2.00 $0.00

 Totals $345.25 $1,716.25

MINIMUM DUE
$345.25

Due Date: 07/21/2012 

ACCOUNT BALANCE 
$1,716.25

Due Date: 07/21/2012

Billing Statement
Account Number: 111-222-333-44

Due Date 07/21/2012
Minimum Due $345.25

Account Balance $1,716.25

PAYMENT INFORMATION

OR

Account Number: 111-222-333-44

Dream of a cleaner environment? Us too. 
Help us reduce our footprint by going paperless! 
Talk to your agent or log into My Account to make  
the switch.

Billing Statement Date: 06/25/2012
Page 1 of 2

TO MAKE A PAYMENT

QUESTIONS OR SERVICE

Call
1-800-MYAMFAM 
(800-692-6326)
24 hours a day, 
7 days a week

Call
1-866-424-8002
24 hours a day
7 days a week

Online
amfam.com

Mobile App
Download today
myamfam.com

Agency 
Agent Policy Holder 
Service
(608) 249-2111
xxxxxxxx@amfam.com

Mail
Mail payment by  
using the return  
stub below

ITEMIZED BILL DETAIL

Billing Statement Date: 09/23/2020
Page 1 of 2

PAYMENT INFORMATION

Account Number: 600-000-000-08

MINIMUM DUE

$335.68
Due Date: 10/18/2020

QUARTERLY PAYMENT $671.36

ACCOUNT BALANCE $2,014.00

Thank You!
We appreciate your business.

TO MAKE A PAYMENT

Online
www.msainsurance.com

Mail
Mail payment by using
the return stub below

Call
1-877-204-6978
Monday-Friday
8 am - 8 pm EST

FOR QUESTIONS OR SERVICE

Agency
MSA Agency Test5
608-555-1234

FUTURE PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Payment
Date

Payment
Amount

Payment
Date

Payment
Amount

11/18/2020 $167.84 05/18/2021 $167.83

12/18/2020 $167.84 06/18/2021 $167.83

01/18/2021 $167.83 07/18/2021 $167.83

02/18/2021 $167.83 08/18/2021 $167.83

03/18/2021 $167.83

04/18/2021 $167.83
Fees are not included in the payment schedule.
This payment schedule may be adjusted if changes are made to your policy.

Please see the following page(s) for additional account information.
Detach on the perforation and return the stub with your payment. Indicate name, address, phone number changes or comments on the back.

Underwritten by: Grain Dealers Mutual Insurance Company

20 E. WINTER ST.
DELAWARE OH 43015

BILLING STATEMENT

DAVID JONES
 1 N CAPITOL AVE 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46204

Account Number: 600-000-000-08

MINIMUM DUE QUARTERLY DUE FULL PAY BALANCE

$200.00
Due Date:
10/18/2020

$400.00
Due Date:
10/18/2020

$600.00
Due Date:
10/18/2020

MAIN STREET AMERICA INSURANCE
MADISON WI 53777-0001
FDFDFTDFFFATDTAFFAFDDTDATDDFFFFDFTFFFFDFFFDADAATFTTFTATDTADDTTTFD

Make payment to:
Main Street America Insurance

Amount Enclosed

6 60000000008 0000200002 0000000000 0000400004 0000600006 6

$

Please do not paper clip or staple your payment to the stub.

[NEW/RENEWAL/CHANGE]
DECLARATIONS
PERSONAL AUTO POLICY

VEHICLES INSURED BY THIS POLICY

No. Year Make Model Series VIN/Serial Number Premium
1 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number] $[999,999]

2 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number] $[999,999] 

3 [Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number] $[999,999] 

Subtotal $[999,999]

ADDRESS WHERE VEHICLE IS KEPT

CHANGES MADE TO YOUR POLICY EFFECTIVE MM/DD/YYYY AT 12:01 A.M.

Vehicle Information Address Location
[Vehicle 1, 2] [Location Address City State Zip]
[Vehicle 3] [Location Address City State Zip]

Named Insured(s)
[Insured Name 1]
[Insured Name2]
[Insured Address Line 1]
[City State Zip]
[email address]
[email address]

55 West Street 
Keene, NH  03431
msagroup.com

[Phone number: X-XXX-XXX-XXXX] 
[To Report a Claim: X-XXX-XXX-XXXX]

Agent Information
[Agent Name]
[Agency Code (12345)]
[Agent Address 1]
[Agent City State Zip]
[Agent phone]
[Agent email]

Policy Period: [Effective Date] 12:01 a.m. to [Expiration Date] 12:01 

Policy Number:  [99999-99999-99]     Account Number: [999-999-999-9]

[The changes section would only appear on a change Declarations. The length of this section would vary depending on 
the number of changes applied for the effective date.] 

Policy Change Premium $[999,999]

POLICY LEVEL PREMIUM

[Supplementary Universal/Underinsured Motorist Coverage] No Coverage

[Uninsured Motorist - Body Injury] $[999,999] 

Total Premium $[999,999]

[Save $[99,999.99] by paying in full.] Total Premium if Paid in Full $[999,999]

Underwritten by: [Underwriting Company]

  
AGENT INFORMATION
Agency Name
Agency Code 12345
Producer 1 Add Line1
Producer 1 Add Line2
Producer 1 City, Producer 1 State Producer 1
PostalCode
123-456-7890

  
Named Insured(s)
Primary Insured Name
Secondary Insured Name
Primary Address Line1
Primary Address Line2
City, NJ  PostalCode
PrimaryInsured@fred.com
SecondaryInsured@fred.com

  
POLICY CHANGE
DECLARATIONS
PERSONAL UMBRELLA POLICY

Underwritten by: Acme Low Hazard Insurance  
Policy Number: 99999-99999-99   Account Number: 619-040-335-08

  
Policy Period: April 29, 2020 to April 29, 2021
  

  
55 West Street
Keene, NH 53783-0001
www.msagroup.com  

PU DEC 001 Page 1 of 7 Op Co: TBD

CHANGES MADE TO YOUR POLICY EFFECTIVE AT 12:01 A.M.

Removed vehicle: 2008 Dodge Truck Ram 3500 Crew C Pu 4x4, 3D7MX48A08G187268

Change to primary driver: Austin M Seeley, 2010 Dodge Truck Ram 2500 Crew C Pu 4x4, 3D7TT2CT0AG116324

Policy Change Premium $200.00
  

LIMITS OF LIABILITY

Personal Liability Coverage $2,000,000 per occurrence

Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage $1,000,000 per occurrence
  

PREMIUM    
Personal Umbrella premium $2,100.00

Discounts applied to this policy: $100.00

Safety First Discount

Mature Owner/Resident Discount

Total Premium $2,000.00

[Save $200.00 by paying in full.]   Total Premium if Paid in Full $1,800.00

ADDITIONAL INSUREDS
    

Name Address

[Additional Insured Name1] [Address Line 1]
[Address Line a]
[City, ST Zip]

[Additional Insured Name2] [Address Line 1]
[Address Line a]
[City, ST Zip]

 
ADDITIONAL INTERESTS

    
Name Address

[Additional Interest Name] [Address Line 1]
[Address Line a]
[City, ST Zip]

This is not a policy document and does not provide any coverage [or change any provisions of your policy]. [Your policy contains conditions,  
limitations and exclusions. If there is any difference in your policy and this information, your policy will govern.]

®Main Street America Insurance.Policy underwritten by Grain Dealers Mutual.  ©2020

HO PCO 001 GE 11 20 Page 1 of 1 Op Co: [XXX]

We want you to understand your [policy/quote] and be confident you have the coverage you need to protect what  
matters most. For complete details, please refer to your [policy/quote] or call us at the number listed above.

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR HOMEOWNERS [POLICY/QUOTE]

COVERAGE FOR LIVING EXPENSES
Loss of Use Coverage (Coverage D) 

helps pay for expenses such as hotel 
stays and food should your home  

become unlivable.
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE WHEN 
ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

Personal Liability (Coverage E)  
provides financial protection  

for property damage and 
 injury to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR
MEDICAL EXPENSES

Medical Payments to Others  
Coverage (Coverage F) helps  

pay medical expenses to others.
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR HOME
Dwelling Coverage (Coverage A)
protects your home - think roof,  
walls, floor, siding and windows.
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR OTHER STRUCTURES
Other Structures Coverage (Coverage B)  
protects structures such as detached 
garages, sheds, fences or pools.
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR THINGS
Personal Property Coverage 
(Coverage C) helps replace or 
repair items such as clothing, 
jewelry, appliances, furniture   
and electronics.
Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGES TO CONSIDER
[Upsell Messages]

HELPING YOU SAVE
With these discounts you are saving $[xxx.xx]

[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name] 
[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name]

YOUR CUSTOMIZED PROTECTION
[Optional Coverage 1], [Optional Coverage 2],
[Optional Coverage 3], [Optional Coverage 4],
[Optional Coverage 5], [Optional Coverage 6],
[Optional Coverage 7], [Optional Coverage 8]

DEDUCTIBLES
A deductible is the amount you’re  

responsible for paying following a claim.

Property Deductible: $[X,XXX]
[Windstorm or Hail Deductible: $[X,XXX]]

[Named Storm Deductible: $[X,XXX]]

[Diminishing Deductible Amount: $100]

[Risk location address 1]
[Risk location address 2]

[Policy/Quote] #: 99999-99999-99
Coverage Effective Date: [mm/dd/yyyy]

Annual Premium: [$X,XXX.XX]

[AGENT NAME]
[Agent Phone Number] 

[Agent Email]
[Op Co Phone]  [Op Co Website]

POLICY INFORMATION

[RENEWAL] DECLARATIONS
FAMILY CAR POLICY

POLICY LEVEL PREMIUM

DISCOUNTS APPLIED TO THIS POLICY

VEHICLE INSURED BY THIS POLICY

American Standard Insurance Company of Wisconsin
6000 American Parkway
Madison, WI 53783

For customer service and claims service, 24 hours a day,
7 days a week
1-800-MYAMFAM (1-800-692-6326)
amfam.com

Policy Number
[99999-99999-99]

Policy Period
[Effective Date] to [Expiration Date]

Billing Account Number 
[999-999-999-9]

Year Make Model Series VIN/Serial Number Premium
[Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number] $9,999,999.00
[Yr] [Make] [Model] [Series] [VIN/Serial Number] $9,999,999.00

Uninsured Motorist - Bodily Injury $9,999,999.00
Underinsured Motorist - Bodily Injury $9,999,999.00
Financial Responsibility Filing Fee $9,999,999.00
Total Premium with discounts applied $9,999,999.00

Total Premium with Customer Full Pay Discount $9,999,999.00

Driver Related Discounts

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person]

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person]

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person]

Vehicle Related Discounts

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person] - [Yr][Make][Model], [Yr][Make][Model]

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person] - [Yr][Make][Model], [Yr][Make][Model]

[discount Name] - [applicable person],[applicable person],[applicable person] - [Yr][Make][Model], [Yr][Make][Model]

Vehicle Related Discounts

[discount Name] - [discount subcategory]

[[discount Name] - [discount subcategory]

[discount Name] - [discount subcategory]

Total Discounts $9,999,999.00

Property Located At: 
7103 WARMOURAVE 
MILWAUKEE WI 53220-3811

Prepared by AQP506 on 1/31/2019 at 3:13 pm. 
Work Order #000000X4KM

Page 1 of 2PV 90 00 08 17

[CONDOMINIUM UNIT-OWNERS] QUOTE 
PREPARED FOR
[Name of Person/s]

1-800-MY AMFAM (1-800-692-6326) I amfam.com
You may be required to take additional action and/or provide additional documentation to qualify for certain discounts and coverage.  

These amounts are only an estimate and subject to final determination by the company. This is not a policy and no coverage is bound.

For coverage from June 1, 2019 to June 1, 2020. American Standard Insurance Company of Wisconsin
6000 American Parkway 
Madison, WI 53783 

Provided by: 
Test Agency Inc Aqp 506 Agency, Inc. (10047) 
1-608-612-0047
TAQP506@amfam.net

PROPERTY COVERAGE
Section I - Property Coverage Limit Premium
[Coverage A - Dwelling]
                       [Name of Valuation Method] 
                       [Name of Covered Peril] 
                       [[XXX)% of Calculated/Adjusted Value]

[$XXX,XXX]

[Coverage B - Other Structures]
                       [Perils: Same as Coverage A - Dwelling)  
                       [Blanket Structures] 
                           [Name of Valuation Method] 
                       [Unscheduled Structures] 
                           [Name of Valuation Method] 
                       [Scheduled Structures]
                           [Description of Scheduled Structures] 
                           [Name of Valuation Method]

[$XXX,XXX]

[$XXX,XXX]

[$XXX,XXX]
[$XXX,XXX]

Coverage C - Personal Property
                       [Name of Valuation Method] 
                       [Name of Covered Peril] 
                       [[XXX]% of Dwelling Coverage A]

[$XXX,XXX]

Coverage D - Loss of Use
                      [[XXX]% of [Dwelling Coverage A or Personal  
                      Property Coverage C]

[$XXX,XXX]

Additional Coverage
                      Building Additions And Alterations
                      Fire Department Service Charge  
                      Fungi or Bacteria 
                      Loss Assessments

[$XXX,XXX]
[$XXX,XXX]
[$XXX,XXX]
[$XXX,XXX]

DISCOUNTS

[Name of Discounts Applied] [Name of Discounts Applied]

[Name of Discounts Applied]

[You save in discounts] [$XXX,XXX.XX]

(continued)

INITIAL PAYMENT
$[999.99]

ESTIMATED MONTHLY 
PAYMENT
$[999.99]

MAKE ONE PAYMENT OF 
$[9,999.99] AND SAVE
 $[999.99] WITH OUR 

FULL PAY SAVINGS

YOUR POLICY INFORMATION
Policy #: 99999-99999-99

Policy Effective Date: (mm/dd/yyyy)
Billing Account #: 999-999-999-99

This is not a policy document and does not provide any coverage or change any provisions of your policy. Your policy contains conditions,  
limitations and exclusions. If there is any difference in your policy and this information, your policy will govern.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & its Operating Companies, American Family Insurance Company
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 ©2019 017182 8/19.

UF 40 34 02 20 Page 1 of 2 Index: XX

We want you to understand your policy and be confident you have the coverage you need to protect  
what matters most. For complete details, please refer to your policy, contact your agent or visit amfam.com.

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR POLICY

COVERAGE FOR LIVING EXPENSES
Loss of Use Coverage (Coverage D) helps 

pay for expenses such as hotel stays and 
food should your home become unlivable.

COVERAGE WHEN
ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

Personal Liability (Coverage E)  
provides financial protection  

for property damage and 
 injury to others.

COVERAGE FOR
MEDICAL EXPENSES

Medical Expense Coverage 
(Coverage F) helps pay  

medical expenses to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR HOME
Dwelling Coverage (Coverage A)
protects your home - think roof, 
walls, floor, siding and windows.

COVERAGE FOR OTHER STRUCTURES
Other Structures Coverage (Coverage B)  
protects structures such as detached 
garages, sheds, fences or pools.

COVERAGE FOR YOUR THINGS
Personal Property Coverage 
(Coverage C) helps replace or 
repair items such as clothing, 
jewelry, appliances, furniture   
and electronics.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGES TO CONSIDER
[Are your valuable items like jewelry, money, or tools 
fully protected? Do you need higher limits, low or no 
deductible options, or broader coverage for these or 

other valuables you may have?  
 

Discuss the coverage options with your agent today.]

HELPING YOU SAVE
With these discounts you are saving $[xxx.xx]

for an annual premium of $[xxx.xx]  

[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name] 
[Discount Name], [Discount Name], [Discount Name]

YOUR CUSTOMIZED PROTECTION
[Optional Coverage 1], [Optional Coverage 2],
[Optional Coverage 3], [Optional Coverage 4],
[Optional Coverage 5], [Optional Coverage 6],
[Optional Coverage 7], [Optional Coverage 8]

DEDUCTIBLES
A deductible is the amount you’re  

responsible for paying following a claim.

Property Deductible: $[X,XXX]
[Windstorm or Hail Deductible: $[X,XXX]]

[Named Storm Deductible: $[X,XXX]]

[Diminishing Deductible Amount: $100]

[AGENT NAME]
[Agent Phone Number] 

[Agent Email]
1-800-MY-AMFAM  |  amfam.com

We want you to understand your quote and be confident you have the coverage you need to protect 
what matters most. To learn more, please contact your agent.

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR PERSONALIZED QUOTE

This is not a policy document and does not provide any coverage. 
American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & its Operating Companies, American Family Insurance Company

6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783 ©2019 017186 8/19

UF 40 38 02 20 Page 1 of 2 Work Order #000000X4KM
Prepared by AQP506 on 1/31/2019 at 3:13 pm.

COVERAGE FOR LIVING EXPENSES
Loss of Use Coverage (Coverage D) helps 

pay for expenses such as hotel stays and 
food should your home become unlivable.

COVERAGE FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES
Medical Expense Coverage (Coverage F) 

helps pay medical expenses to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN
Personal Liability (Coverage E) provides 
financial protection for property damage 

and  injury to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR HOME
Dwelling Coverage (Coverage A)
protects the portion of your condo unit 
you are responsible for - think walls, 
floors and cabinets.

COVERAGE FOR LOSS ASSESSMENTS
Loss Assessment Coverage covers  
your portion of a loss assessed  
against all owners. 

COVERAGE FOR YOUR THINGS
Personal Property Coverage 
(Coverage C) helps replace or 
repair items such as clothing, 
jewelry, appliances, furniture   
and electronics.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

HELPING YOU SAVE
With these discounts, you are saving $[xxx.xx] 

• Age of Home Discount
• Customer Full Pay Discount
• Paperless Discount
• AutoPay Discount
• Burglar Alarm Discount
• Loyalty Discount
• Home Purchase Discount

• Multi-Product Discount
•  Safe Secure Smart Home 

Discount
• Additional Discounts
•  Special Discounts for good 

customer

[123 Main St. 
Madison, WI 53713]

Coverage [6/1/19] to [6/1/20] 
Estimated Monthly Payment: [$xxx.xx]

Annual Premium: [$x,xxx.xx]

YOUR CUSTOMIZED PROTECTION
•  Scheduled Structures Matching Undamaged Vinyl Or 

Metal Siding Coverage
•  Scheduled Structures Cosmetic Hail Damage Coverage 

For Metal Roof And Siding
•  Scheduled Structures Away From The Residence Premises 

Coverage
• Scheduled Structures Away From The Residence Premises
• Roof Replacement Cost Coverage for Windstorm And Hail
•  Nursing/Assisted Living Facility Personal Property and 

Liability Coverage
• Jewelry, Gemstones, Watches, And Furs

DEDUCTIBLES
A deductible is the amount you’re  

responsible for paying following a claim.

Property Deductible: $[X,XXX]
[Named Storm Deductible: $[X,XXX]]

[Diminishing Deductible Amount: $100]

[AGENT NAME]
[Agent Phone Number] 

[Agent Email]
1-800-MY-AMFAM  |  amfam.com

ACCESS YOUR ACCOUNT ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
Manage your account, quickly file a claim or pay your  

bill at the push of a button. 

The MYAMFAM app is packed with features. 

American Family Insurance Company
6000 American Parkway
Madison, WI 53783

Insured Name1]
Insured Name2]
[Policy mailing address]
[City State Zip]

[Date]

We are correcting an overcharge on your <Line of Business placeholder>  
insurance policy.
We apologize for any inconvenience or confusion the error has caused. 

Policy number Refund amount 
<Amfam policy number> <Refund amount placeholder>  
 

We care about you as our customer and are committed to providing all the support you need to  
protect what matters most to you.

We recently discovered a system error that charged you an incorrect premium. We apologize for  
this error and want you to know we have already taken action to correct it.

We have issued you a refund for the overcharge. The refund amount will be applied to your billing  
account and anything not applied to your current outstanding balance will be refunded to you.  

If you have questions about this notice, please contact your agent listed below or call us at  
1-800-MY AMFAM (1-800-692-6326) ext.76000, Option 6.

<amfam_UV_CompanyName>

Your American Family Agent is:

<amfam_UV_AgentName> 
<amfam_UV_AgentPhone>

Started with the billing 
statement redesign in 
2018 and expanded the 
format to the customer 
correspondence for 
AmFam. 

E1P billing statement will have 
the same format, with some 
adjustments, template will be 
used for the OpCo’s in E1P. 
These are examples of MSA  
documents. 

As Enterprise Correspondence 
is implemented all of American 
Family Enterprise Operating 
Companies will be following 
this these templates.

General Information
Have you purchased a home or condo within the last 6 months/year? Yes  No
Within the last 6 months/year, have you or someone in your household:

• Moved away for school Yes  No
• Earned a good student status Yes  No
• Taken a Defensive Driver Course Yes  No

Driver Information

Are there any newly licensed drivers in your household or other regular drivers of 
your vehicles other than those listed below?

Yes  No

Name of Driver/s on Policy

[name of driver on policy] [name of driver on policy]

[name of driver on policy] [name of driver on policy]

If yes, please provide the following information for each new driver.

Name Date of Birth Driver’s License Number
Driver’s  

License State

Vehicle Information

Complete the table below regarding annual mileage and vehicle use. 

Vehicle Description
Fill-in the annual  
mileage below. 

Is the vehicle used for business 
purposes? 

[year]   [make]    [model] Yes  No

[year]   [make]    [model] Yes  No

[year]   [make]    [model] Yes  No

             

Do you own a vehicle that is not garaged at your home? Yes  No

SERVICE CENTER RENEWAL
POLICY INFORMATION 

Please complete the form below and return it to: [Return information]

VE PCO 001  11 20 Page 1 of 1 [Op Co: XX]

Policy Number: [policy number] Named Insured(s): [PNI]

[SNI]

This is not a policy document and does not provide any coverage [or change any provisions of your policy]. [Your policy contains conditions,  
limitations and exclusions. If there is any difference in your policy and this information, your policy will govern.]

®Main Street America Insurance.  Policy underwritten by Grain Dealers Mutual Insurance Company,  
900 E 96th St. Suite 200, Indianapolis, Indiana 46240.  ©2020

VE PCO 001 XX 11 20 Page 1 Op Co: XX

This guide provides basic information about common auto coverages so you can feel confident you have the coverage
you need. Coverage options vary by state. For complete details, please refer to your policy or quote, or call us at the  
number listed above.

A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF AUTO COVERAGE

MEDICAL EXPENSE COVERAGE OR 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 

Medical Expense coverage helps pay 
for medical care provided to you and 

your passengers as a result of a  
covered car accident, regardless  

of which driver is at fault.
Personal Injury Protection helps

reimburse you and your passengers  
for lost income, childcare expenses,  

medical expenses, and other expenses  
if you’re hurt in a covered accident,  

regardless of which driver is at fault.

UNINSURED/UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST COVERAGE

Uninsured Motorist coverage protects you  
if you are injured in an accident and the  

other driver is uninsured. It also protects  
you if you are the victim of a hit and run  

driver or are struck by an uninsured  
motorist while you are a pedestrian.

Underinsured Motorist coverage  
protects you if you are injured in an  

accident and the other driver does not  
have enough insurance to cover your loss.

BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY 
DAMAGE LIABILITY COVERAGE
Liability coverage helps you if you’re at  
fault for an accident and responsible  
to cover resulting expenses. There  
are two main types of liability coverage: 
Bodily Injury liability covers injuries  
to the driver and passengers of the  
other vehicle if you’re at fault in an  
auto accident. Property Damage  
liability covers damage to someone 
else’s property, like a car, fence,  
or mailbox, if you’re at fault. 

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
Comprehensive coverage protects against  
damage or loss to your vehicle caused by  
things other than a collision or rollover.  
Like collision coverage, you’ll select a  
comprehensive deductible amount to  
pay before your insurance covers a claim.

COLLISION COVERAGE
Collision coverage helps pay  
to repair or replace your car  
if it’s damaged in an accident, 
regardless of who is at fault. 
Before your insurance will  
cover a collision claim, you’ll  
pay a deductible, which is a  
set amount of money you’ll  
pay out-of-pocket.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COVERAGE
Transportation Network Company (TNC) coverage provides
limited coverage for customers who provide rides through 
ridesharing services. Coverage is provided for the period  
when your ridesharing app is turned on until you’ve been 

matched with a passenger.

RENTAL REIMBURSEMENT COVERAGE
Rental Reimbursement coverage helps pay for a rental
vehicle while your insured vehicle is in the shop being

repaired due to a covered accident.

EMERGENCY ROADSIDE SERVICE COVERAGE
Emergency Roadside Service (ERS) covers reasonable  

costs incurred for the insured vehicle when it is  
disabled or stuck. 

DIMINISHING DEDUCTIBLE
Diminishing Deductible rewards you for being a safe  
driver by crediting your deductible each year you are  
accident free up to a policy maximum credit. If you  

have a claim, you’ll pay your reduced  
deductible amount. 

[AGENT NAME]
[Agent Phone Number] 

[Agent Email]
[1-111-123-1234]  |  [web address]

Optional Coverage to Fit Your Lifestyle
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Protection for you and

your passengers

Protection for your vehicle

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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CUSTOMER FACING DOCUMENTS
ATLAS Agent Correspondence Program

We want you to understand your estimate and be confident you have the 
coverage you need to protect what matters most. Here’s a quick overview of 
what you could pay for coverage. To learn more, give me a call! 

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR PERSONALIZED ESTIMATE

COVERAGE FOR LIVING EXPENSES
Loss of Use Coverage (Coverage D)  
Helps pay for expenses such as hotel  
stays and food should your home  
become unlivable.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN
Personal Liability (Coverage E)  
Provides financial protection for property  
damage and  injury to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES
Medical Expense Coverage (Coverage F) 
Helps pay medical expenses to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR HOME
Dwelling Coverage (Coverage A)
Protects your home — think roof, walls, 
floor, siding and windows.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR OTHER STRUCTURES
Other Structures Coverage (Coverage B)  
Protects structures such as detached 
garages, sheds, fences or pools.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR THINGS
Personal Property Coverage (Coverage C) 
Helps replace or repair items such as  
clothing, jewelry, appliances, furniture   
and electronics.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

ESTIMATED DEDUCTIBLE
[$XXX,XXX]

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.  |  American Family Insurance 
Company  |  American Standard Insurance Company of Ohio  |  American Standard 
Insurance Company of Wisconsin  |  Midvale Indemnity Company  |  American Family 
Life Insurance Company, 6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783  |  Some auto 
products underwritten by The General® Automobile Insurance Services, Inc. (The  
General®), 2636 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37214, a wholly owned subsidiary of  
American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.  019426 ©2021 1/21

Discounts may vary by state, property policy form and company  
underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages  
on an auto or property policy.

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Equipment Breakdown Coverage

Did you know nearly 1 in 5 appliances fail in their first 
years?† This coverage protects you from expensive  
repair or replacement costs for a breakdown of  
equipment including refrigerators, ovens and stoves, 
washer dryers, furnaces and water heaters, home  
security systems and more.*

Service Line Coverage

Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs  
if your water, sewer or power lines are damaged by  
collapse, tree roots or even wear and tear. 

Hidden Water Coverage

A leak you can’t see within the walls, floors, ceilings,  
cabinets or anywhere else that isn’t visible can cause 
expensive damage to your home. Adding this optional 
coverage provides a wider net of protection.**

TAKE CONTROL OF WHAT YOU PAY
Diminishing Deductible

Get rewarded for being a responsible homeowner with  
this optional coverage! We’ll credit your deductible $100 
each year (up to your policy maximum) to help you  
better prepare for the out-of-pocket costs when you  
have a claim.***

Safe, Secure, Smart Home Discount

We know safety is top of mind as a homeowner. That’s why, 
when you equip your home with a qualifying smart home 
device, you can save on your policy.

CALL TODAY AT (000) 000-0000

 † According to a report by Consumer Reports. 
 * Equipment breakdown coverage only provides coverage for equipment that needs repairs or replacement  
  due to sudden damage caused by a mechanical, electrical or pressure system breakdown. This coverage  
  will pay for costs to repair or replace up to $100,000 once a $500 deductible has been met. Refer to the  
  policy document for a detailed list of covered items.
 ** Hidden Water Damage coverage is an optional coverage. May not be available in all states. Some  
  restrictions apply to seasonal homes and seasonal manufactured homes. The leak must occur from  
  within a plumbing, heating, A/C, fire sprinkler or a home appliance. Refer to your policy documents for  
  coverage limit details. Coverage applies after homeowners deductible has been met. Coverage does not  
  cover the costs of environmental clean-up, such as costs associated with removing asbestos. Mold  
  damage limited to coverage limits provided by your homeowners policy.
 *** Maximum limit of $1,000 for homeowners insurance. Maximum limit of $500 for renter insurance,  
     condo insurance and manufactured home insurance. Diminishing Deductible does not apply to  
     all property deductibles

We want you to understand your estimate and be confident you have the 
coverage you need to protect what matters most. Here’s a quick overview of 
what you could pay for coverage. To learn more, give me a call! 

A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR PERSONALIZED ESTIMATE

COVERAGE FOR LIVING EXPENSES
Loss of Use Coverage (Coverage D)  
Helps pay for expenses such as hotel  
stays and food should your home  
become unlivable.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE WHEN ACCIDENTS HAPPEN
Personal Liability (Coverage E)  
Provides financial protection for property  
damage and  injury to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES
Medical Expense Coverage (Coverage F) 
Helps pay medical expenses to others.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR HOME
Dwelling Coverage (Coverage A)
Protects your home — think roof, walls, 
floor, siding and windows.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR OTHER STRUCTURES
Other Structures Coverage (Coverage B)  
Protects structures such as detached 
garages, sheds, fences or pools.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

COVERAGE FOR YOUR THINGS
Personal Property Coverage (Coverage C) 
Helps replace or repair items such as  
clothing, jewelry, appliances, furniture   
and electronics.

Policy limit: [$XXX,XXX]

ESTIMATED DEDUCTIBLE
[$XXX,XXX]

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.  |  American Family Insurance 
Company  |  American Standard Insurance Company of Ohio  |  American Standard 
Insurance Company of Wisconsin  |  Midvale Indemnity Company  |  American Family 
Life Insurance Company, 6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783  |  Some auto 
products underwritten by The General® Automobile Insurance Services, Inc. (The  
General®), 2636 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37214, a wholly owned subsidiary of  
American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.  019426 ©2021 1/21

Discounts may vary by state, property policy form and company  
underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages  
on an auto or property policy.

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Equipment Breakdown Coverage

Did you know nearly 1 in 5 appliances fail in their first 
years?† This coverage protects you from expensive  
repair or replacement costs for a breakdown of  
equipment including refrigerators, ovens and stoves, 
washer dryers, furnaces and water heaters, home  
security systems and more.*

Service Line Coverage

Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs  
if your water, sewer or power lines are damaged by  
collapse, tree roots or even wear and tear. 

Hidden Water Coverage

A leak you can’t see within the walls, floors, ceilings,  
cabinets or anywhere else that isn’t visible can cause 
expensive damage to your home. Adding this optional 
coverage provides a wider net of protection.**

TAKE CONTROL OF WHAT YOU PAY
Diminishing Deductible

Get rewarded for being a responsible homeowner with  
this optional coverage! We’ll credit your deductible $100 
each year (up to your policy maximum) to help you  
better prepare for the out-of-pocket costs when you  
have a claim.***

Safe, Secure, Smart Home Discount

We know safety is top of mind as a homeowner. That’s why, 
when you equip your home with a qualifying smart home 
device, you can save on your policy.

CALL TODAY AT (000) 000-0000

 † According to a report by Consumer Reports. 
 * Equipment breakdown coverage only provides coverage for equipment that needs repairs or replacement  
  due to sudden damage caused by a mechanical, electrical or pressure system breakdown. This coverage  
  will pay for costs to repair or replace up to $100,000 once a $500 deductible has been met. Refer to the  
  policy document for a detailed list of covered items.
 ** Hidden Water Damage coverage is an optional coverage. May not be available in all states. Some  
  restrictions apply to seasonal homes and seasonal manufactured homes. The leak must occur from  
  within a plumbing, heating, A/C, fire sprinkler or a home appliance. Refer to your policy documents for  
  coverage limit details. Coverage applies after homeowners deductible has been met. Coverage does not  
  cover the costs of environmental clean-up, such as costs associated with removing asbestos. Mold  
  damage limited to coverage limits provided by your homeowners policy.
 *** Maximum limit of $1,000 for homeowners insurance. Maximum limit of $500 for renter insurance,  
     condo insurance and manufactured home insurance. Diminishing Deductible does not apply to  
     all property deductibles

Note: eligible discounts may decrease this payment.

ESTIMATED MONTHLY PAYMENT*

$48.95
*Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior 
  claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information  
  about typical homes in your local geographic area. Estimate premium also assumes eligibility for home, 
  auto, AutoPay and Paperless discounts. Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and  
  availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other  
  sources as well as your selected coverages, limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

 **Discount and savings amounts and eligibility will vary. Some restrictions apply. Discounts may vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the homeowners policy. Discounts may not apply to all  
    coverage on a property policy. Discounts do not apply to a life policy. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COVERAGE.
SERVICE LINE COVERAGE
Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs if your
water, sewer or power lines are damaged by collapse, tree roots
or even wear and tear.*****

EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN COVERAGE
Nearly 1 in 5 new appliances fail in their first year -- and repairs and
replacements can be expensive! Get protection for your television,
washer and dryer, refrigerator and more.******

Dear Brett,

You have plenty of companies and agents to choose from, but not all of them can get you the discounts*
and other benefits that go beyond saving you money. I want to exceed your expectations.

As an American Family Insurance advisor in your area, I have the experience and passion to help you customize
coverage that fits your family.

COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $173,000

Other Structures $5,000

Personal Property $86,500

Personal Liability $300,000

Medical Expense $5,000

Additional Living Expense $34,600

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL PREMIUM $531.00

Please give me a call at (920) 295-6119 for your free quote, and to ask any questions you may have.
I’m here to help.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Pierce
Tabitha Pierce
Agent

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
AGENT
Tabitha Pierce
Agent
624 W Water St
Princeton, WI  54968

tpierce@amfam.com

*Discounts vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages on an auto or property policy.
**Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information about

typical homes in your local geographic area.
***Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts.

****Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages,
limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

*****Coverage provided up to $10,000 per occurrence coverage once a $500 deductible is met.
******Cost of repairs or replacement covered due to a mechanical, electrical or pressure systems breakdown. Coverage applies once a $500 deductible is met. 14998 - 5/31 ©2018

Premium Estimate - Basedon public information for W745SunnysideRd and similarhomes in yourarea.

Estimated
Monthly Payment**

$44.00***

Note: eligible discountsmay
decrease this payment.****

000001EC100MAA1001210404 026860 001             

BRETT GERNER
W745 SUNNYSIDE RD
GREEN LAKE WI  54941-8906

STOP BY OR CALL ME TO LEARN MORE.  (920) 295-6119
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[NON-ADDRESS DATA]
[INFORMATION/ATTENTION]
[RECIPIENT]
[DELIVERY ADDRESS]
[CITY STATE 12345-1234]
[COUNTRY]

See back for more specific coverage limits.

Derek Roberts, Agent
Derik Roberts Agency
6000 American Parkway, Ste. B
Madison, WI 53783

Call: (000) 000-0000
Email: droberts@amfam.com

Hi <Name>, 

Homeowners like you know the right insurance is key  
to protecting the dreams you work so hard to achieve. 

As your local American Family agent, I want to make  
sure you’re prepared for the unexpected, while giving  
you choices on coverage and savings. 

Interested in learning more? 

GIVE ME A CALL TODAY AT (000) 000-0000.
Sincerely,  

<Agent signature> 

Here’s a quick look at what you can expect with American Family.

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED 
There are some things simply out of your control. That’s  
why we’re always offering more ways you can better  
prepare for the unexpected. 

• Equipment Breakdown Coverage 

• Service Line Coverage 

• Hidden Water Coverage 

MORE CONTROL OVER WHAT YOU PAY 
From features that give back to easily earned discounts, 
you'll find many ways to save with American Family. 

• Diminishing Deductible 

• Safe, Secure, Smart Home Discount 

Interested in learning more about how you can take  
control of your insurance and prepare for the unexpected 
with American Family? Don’t hesitate to reach out for your 
free quote today.  (000) 000-0000

On average, customers who bundle auto and home insurance save up to 28%.**

+ 28% SAVINGS = Curious about these coverages and savings? 
See back of letter to learn more! 

[Agency Name]
[RETURN ADDRESS]
[ANY CITY  STATE  12345-1234]

Your estimate 
is inside!

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COVERAGE.
SERVICE LINE COVERAGE
Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs if your
water, sewer or power lines are damaged by collapse, tree roots
or even wear and tear.*****

EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN COVERAGE
Nearly 1 in 5 new appliances fail in their first year -- and repairs and
replacements can be expensive! Get protection for your television,
washer and dryer, refrigerator and more.******

Dear Brett,

You have plenty of companies and agents to choose from, but not all of them can get you the discounts*
and other benefits that go beyond saving you money. I want to exceed your expectations.

As an American Family Insurance advisor in your area, I have the experience and passion to help you customize
coverage that fits your family.

COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $173,000

Other Structures $5,000

Personal Property $86,500

Personal Liability $300,000

Medical Expense $5,000

Additional Living Expense $34,600

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL PREMIUM $531.00

Please give me a call at (920) 295-6119 for your free quote, and to ask any questions you may have.
I’m here to help.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Pierce
Tabitha Pierce
Agent

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
AGENT
Tabitha Pierce
Agent
624 W Water St
Princeton, WI  54968

tpierce@amfam.com

*Discounts vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages on an auto or property policy.
**Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information about

typical homes in your local geographic area.
***Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts.

****Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages,
limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

*****Coverage provided up to $10,000 per occurrence coverage once a $500 deductible is met.
******Cost of repairs or replacement covered due to a mechanical, electrical or pressure systems breakdown. Coverage applies once a $500 deductible is met. 14998 - 5/31 ©2018

Premium Estimate - Basedon public information for W745SunnysideRd and similarhomes in yourarea.

Estimated
Monthly Payment**

$44.00***

Note: eligible discountsmay
decrease this payment.****

000001EC100MAA1001210404 026860 001             

BRETT GERNER
W745 SUNNYSIDE RD
GREEN LAKE WI  54941-8906

STOP BY OR CALL ME TO LEARN MORE.  (920) 295-6119
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 * Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information about typical 
  homes in your local geographic area. Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts. Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual  
  premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages, limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.
 ** Discount and savings amounts and eligibility will vary. Some restrictions apply. Discounts may vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the homeowners policy. Discounts may not apply to all 
  coverage on a property policy. Discounts do not apply to a life policy.   
 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COVERAGE.
SERVICE LINE COVERAGE
Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs if your
water, sewer or power lines are damaged by collapse, tree roots
or even wear and tear.*****

EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN COVERAGE
Nearly 1 in 5 new appliances fail in their first year -- and repairs and
replacements can be expensive! Get protection for your television,
washer and dryer, refrigerator and more.******

Dear Brett,

You have plenty of companies and agents to choose from, but not all of them can get you the discounts*
and other benefits that go beyond saving you money. I want to exceed your expectations.

As an American Family Insurance advisor in your area, I have the experience and passion to help you customize
coverage that fits your family.

COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $173,000

Other Structures $5,000

Personal Property $86,500

Personal Liability $300,000

Medical Expense $5,000

Additional Living Expense $34,600

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL PREMIUM $531.00

Please give me a call at (920) 295-6119 for your free quote, and to ask any questions you may have.
I’m here to help.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Pierce
Tabitha Pierce
Agent

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
AGENT
Tabitha Pierce
Agent
624 W Water St
Princeton, WI  54968

tpierce@amfam.com

*Discounts vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages on an auto or property policy.
**Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information about

typical homes in your local geographic area.
***Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts.

****Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages,
limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

*****Coverage provided up to $10,000 per occurrence coverage once a $500 deductible is met.
******Cost of repairs or replacement covered due to a mechanical, electrical or pressure systems breakdown. Coverage applies once a $500 deductible is met. 14998 - 5/31 ©2018

Premium Estimate - Basedon public information for W745SunnysideRd and similarhomes in yourarea.

Estimated
Monthly Payment**

$44.00***

Note: eligible discountsmay
decrease this payment.****
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BRETT GERNER
W745 SUNNYSIDE RD
GREEN LAKE WI  54941-8906

STOP BY OR CALL ME TO LEARN MORE.  (920) 295-6119
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[NON-ADDRESS DATA]
[INFORMATION/ATTENTION]
[RECIPIENT]
[DELIVERY ADDRESS]
[CITY STATE 12345-1234]
[COUNTRY]

Derek Roberts, Agent
Derik Roberts Agency
6000 American Parkway, Ste. B
Madison, WI 53783

Call: (000) 000-0000
Email: droberts@amfam.com

Hi <Name>, 

Homeowners like you know the right insurance is key  
to protecting the dreams you work so hard to achieve. 

As your local American Family agent, I want to make  
sure you’re prepared for the unexpected, while giving  
you choices on coverage and savings. 

Interested in learning more? 

GIVE ME A CALL TODAY AT (000) 000-0000.
Sincerely,  

<Agent signature> 

Here’s a quick look at what you can expect with American Family.

PREPARE FOR THE UNEXPECTED 
There are some things simply out of your control. That’s  
why we’re always offering more ways you can better  
prepare for the unexpected. 

• Equipment Breakdown Coverage 

• Service Line Coverage 

• Hidden Water Coverage 

MORE CONTROL OVER WHAT YOU PAY 
From features that give back to easily earned discounts, 
you'll find many ways to save with American Family. 

• Diminishing Deductible 

• Safe, Secure, Smart Home Discount 

Interested in learning more about how you can take  
control of your insurance and prepare for the unexpected 
with American Family? Don’t hesitate to reach out for your 
free quote today.  (000) 000-0000

$548.95 $828.05
Your Estimated Annual Premium Range*  
See back for more specific coverage limits.

Based on public information for typical homes in your area, this diagram represents the range of the averag 
annual premium cost for the indicated average coverages and coverage limits for 80% of the homes we have 
quoted or insured in your area. Please be aware that this is only an estimate, and that actual prices may vary 
based on coverages selected, discounts applied and your specific risk characteristics.

On average, customers who bundle auto and home insurance save up to 28%.**

+ 28% SAVINGS = Curious about these coverages and savings? 
See back of letter to learn more! 

[Agency Name]
[RETURN ADDRESS]
[ANY CITY  STATE  12345-1234]

Your estimate 
is inside!

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COVERAGE.
SERVICE LINE COVERAGE
Protect your home (and your wallet) from costly repairs if your
water, sewer or power lines are damaged by collapse, tree roots
or even wear and tear.*****

EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN COVERAGE
Nearly 1 in 5 new appliances fail in their first year -- and repairs and
replacements can be expensive! Get protection for your television,
washer and dryer, refrigerator and more.******

Dear Brett,

You have plenty of companies and agents to choose from, but not all of them can get you the discounts*
and other benefits that go beyond saving you money. I want to exceed your expectations.

As an American Family Insurance advisor in your area, I have the experience and passion to help you customize
coverage that fits your family.

COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $173,000

Other Structures $5,000

Personal Property $86,500

Personal Liability $300,000

Medical Expense $5,000

Additional Living Expense $34,600

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL PREMIUM $531.00

Please give me a call at (920) 295-6119 for your free quote, and to ask any questions you may have.
I’m here to help.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Pierce
Tabitha Pierce
Agent

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
AGENT
Tabitha Pierce
Agent
624 W Water St
Princeton, WI  54968

tpierce@amfam.com

*Discounts vary by state, property policy form and company underwriting the auto policy. Discounts may not apply to all coverages on an auto or property policy.
**Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and information about

typical homes in your local geographic area.
***Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts.

****Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages,
limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

*****Coverage provided up to $10,000 per occurrence coverage once a $500 deductible is met.
******Cost of repairs or replacement covered due to a mechanical, electrical or pressure systems breakdown. Coverage applies once a $500 deductible is met. 14998 - 5/31 ©2018

Premium Estimate - Basedon public information for W745SunnysideRd and similarhomes in yourarea.

Estimated
Monthly Payment**

$44.00***

Note: eligible discountsmay
decrease this payment.****

000001EC100MAA1001210404 026860 001             

BRETT GERNER
W745 SUNNYSIDE RD
GREEN LAKE WI  54941-8906

STOP BY OR CALL ME TO LEARN MORE.  (920) 295-6119
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Letters

Greeting Card

Self-Mailers

6” x 4”
Post Card

9.76” x 5.5”
Post Cards

9.76” x 5.5”
Post Cards

I’m here to help.

As your local insurance expert, I’m here to help you protect all that matters 
most. And I’m committed to building you a policy that works hard to meet your 
unique needs!  

Not sure if your current insurance provider has got your back? Let’s talk  
today about getting you complete, straightforward coverage you can count on.

Sincerely, 

Name,

Derek Roberts
Title
6000 American Parkway, Ste. B
Madison, WI 53783
droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

Derek Roberts

6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783 106797 – 4/11 ©2019  39409
American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. and its Operating Companies  

Awarded on 1/12/21 by Forbes Advisor. © 2021 Forbes Marketplace Operations, Inc.

2.05”

.8
28

5”

<Endorsement Line>
[Name] 123-456-789
1401 Main Street
Suite 123
AnyCity, MI 48089-1234

AGENT NAME
AGENT ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP

Your life has many moving parts — and we can help protect them all! 

From providing innovative home insurance coverages, like equipment breakdown  
and ID theft protection, to offering discounts for those who install smart home  
tech or bundle their home and auto coverage, we’ll get you the protection you  
need to keep dreaming toward what’s next.

I’ll be here for you.

Let’s talk today.

Derek Roberts
Title

droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

016810 – 4/18 ©2019  39407

*  Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information and 
information about typical homes in your local geographic area. Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts. Coverages and discounts 
subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your selected coverages, limits 
and discount eligibility on the date you apply. 

UNIQUE COVERAGE.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. and its Operating Companies 
6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783

UNIQUE COVERAGE.

<Endorsement Line>
[Name] 123-456-789
1401 Main Street
Suite 123
AnyCity, MI 48089-1234

123-456-789

AGENT NAME
AGENT ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP

UNIQUE COVERAGE.

016746 – 3/27 ©2019  39407

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. and its Operating Companies 
6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783

    *  Estimated premium is created by assuming a good credit rating, clear driving record and no prior claims. Property characteristics used are created based on public record information 
and information about typical homes in your local geographic area.

  ** Estimated Premium also assumes eligibility for home, auto, autopay and paperless discounts.
***  Coverages and discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Actual premium may vary and will be based on additional information from you and other sources as well as your 

selected coverages, limits and discount eligibility on the date you apply.

FOLD

7” X 5.25”-final size

<Endorsement Line>
[Name] 123-456-789
1401 Main Street
Suite 123
AnyCity, MI 48089-1234

123-456-789

AGENT NAME
AGENT ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP

No two households are exactly alike, and neither are their insurance needs.  
The insurance expert you choose to help protect you and your family should offer 
affordable solutions that are tailored to what you need today, and be ready to help  
you prepare for what’s to come.

UNIQUELY YOURS.

Call me today for a free quote and find out what you could be paying. Together  
we can create an insurance plan that delivers the value you want, and the protection  
you need.

This diagram represents the range of the average annual premium cost for the indicated 
average coverages and coverage limits for 80% of the homes we have quoted or insured 
in your area. Please be aware that this is only an estimate, and that actual prices may vary 
based on coverages selected, discounts applied, and your specific risk characteristics.

Estimated Annual Premium Range* – Based on public information for typical homes in your area.

$546.72 $820.08
COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $219,100

Other Structures $21,910

Personal Property $131,460

Personal Liability $100,000

Medical Expense $1,000

Additional Living Expense $10,955

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

Derek Roberts, Title
Agncy Name
6000 American Parkway, Ste. B
Madison, WI 53783
droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

No two households are exactly alike, and neither are their insurance needs.  
The insurance expert you choose to help protect you and your family should offer 
affordable solutions that are tailored to what you need today, and be ready to help  
you prepare for what’s to come.

UNIQUELY YOURS.

Call me today for a free quote and find out what you could be paying. Together  
we can create an insurance plan that delivers the value you want, and the protection  
you need.

ESTIMATED  
MONTHLY PAYMENT*

Note: eligible discounts may  
decrease this payment.***

Derek Roberts, Title
Agency Name
6000 American Parkway, Ste. B
Madison, WI 53783
droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

$27.73**

COVERAGE COVERAGE LIMITS

Dwelling $219,100

Other Structures $21,910

Personal Property $131,460

Personal Liability $100,000

Medical Expense $1,000

Additional Living Expense $10,955

Deductibles $1,500 All Peril

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL PREMIUM $284.76

Premium Estimate - Based on public information for 3118 Hermina St. and similar homes in your area. 

Range

Range

Point

Point

016744 – 3/27 ©2019  39405

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. and its Operating Companies 
6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783

As your local insurance expert, I’m here to help you protect all that 
matters most. And I’m committed to building you a policy that works 
hard to meet your unique needs! Not sure if your current insurance 
provider has got your back? Let’s talk today about getting you 
complete, straightforward coverage you can count on. 

Let’s talk about how I can make your insurance work better for you.

I’M HERE TO HELP.
AGENT NAME
AGENT ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP

<Endorsement Line>
[Name] 123-456-789
1401 Main Street
Suite 123
AnyCity, MI 48089-1234

Derek Roberts, Title
Agency Name

droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

FOR THE LIFE YOU’VE WORKED 
SO HARD FOR…

Your life has many moving parts — and we can help protect them all! 
From providing innovative home insurance coverages, like equipment 
breakdown and ID Theft protection, to offering discounts for those who 
install smart home tech or bundle their home and auto coverage, we’ll 
get you the protection you need to keep dreaming toward what’s next. 

Let’s talk today.

… GET THE PROTECTION 
YOU DESERVE.

016745 – 3/27 ©2019  39406

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. and its Operating Companies 
6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783

Derek Roberts, Title
Agency Name

droberts@amfam.com
(000) 000-0000

AGENT NAME
AGENT ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP

<Endorsement Line>
[Name] 123-456-789
1401 Main Street
Suite 123
AnyCity, MI 48089-1234

Agent marketing correspondence sent to potential customer.  
These custom pieces were sent in a scheduled timeline to each  
customer. This correspondence was to help sales in home insurance.  
The letters to the right increased sales by 12%. 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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COMPANY RECRUITMENT

• Size Closed: 9” x 12”

• Press Printed 

• Size Closed: Variable Sizes

• Press Printed 

• Branding Colors - PMS and CMYK

Custom Agent Recruitment Pocket Folder and Company Information Sheets

Custom Double Sided Stacked Sheets for Folder

• Branding Colors - PMS

• Custom Die Created

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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COMPANY RECRUITMENT

Looking for the opportunity 
of your dreams? 

Step inside.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & its Operating Companies, American Family Life 
Insurance Company, 6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783 | © 2019 106794 – 4/19   HR 39273

Owning an American Family Insurance agency  
is a personally and professionally rewarding  
business opportunity. It’s the chance to make a 
positive impact on our customer’s lives and the 
opportunity to make the world a better place.

As an American Family agency owner, you’ll be a 
trusting, caring insurance advisor, working hard 
to inspire, protect and restore the dreams of the 
people around you. 

You’ll be there to help your customers recover 
from tragedies and accidents, working with them 
to repair cars and homes and even help rebuild 
entire towns. 

Become an American Family 
Insurance Agency Owner

Looking for the opportunity 
of your dreams? 

Step inside.

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I. & its Operating Companies, American Family Life 
Insurance Company, 6000 American Parkway, Madison WI 53783 | © 2019 106794 – 4/19   HR 39273

Owning an American Family Insurance agency  
is a personally and professionally rewarding  
business opportunity. It’s the chance to make a 
positive impact on our customer’s lives and the 
opportunity to make the world a better place.

As an American Family agency owner, you’ll be a 
trusting, caring insurance advisor, working hard 
to inspire, protect and restore the dreams of the 
people around you. 

You’ll be there to help your customers recover 
from tragedies and accidents, working with them 
to repair cars and homes and even help rebuild 
entire towns. 

Become an American Family 
Insurance Agency Owner

› Have you demonstrated a track record of success?  
Do you possess an eagerness to accomplish  
something that takes time, energy and  
commitment?

› Do you have a strong and disciplined work ethic 
with an ability to plan, pivot and execute to drive 
business results?

› Does your current business acumen and  
competence enable you to manage profit and loss, 
ROI and make business savvy investments?

› Are you a risk taker that possesses an inner drive 
with a motivation and hunger to succeed?

› Do you want to make a difference inspiring,  
protecting and restoring dreams while being a  
trusted insurance advisor for the people in your 
community?

› Do you believe that being a business owner is  
more than just a job?

› Are you innovative and energetic with a focus on 
continuous improvement?

› Do you have passion and ability to recruit, a  
successful team?  Do you have the skills and  
experience to lead, motivate, empower and  
develop others?

› Do you understand and value the importance of  
diversity in thought, gender and ethnic  
background?

› Are you able to evaluate and understand industry 
and technology trends and how they apply to  
business?

› Can you develop and execute clear plans and  
processes that help to gain efficiencies and  
improve financial results?

› Have you exhibited a proven passion for excellent 
customer experiences?

› Have you earned trust and respect by genuinely 
caring for others?

› Do you possess a positive and impactful reputation 
in your community? 

PERSONALITY

DEMONSTRATED LEADERSHIP

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT THE BUSINESS OPERATION

growing
for tune
         company

powerful 
brand

zero cost
of inventory

renewal income

no franchise fees

proven business model
free business consulting independent

contractor
status

300 

Do you have what we’re  
looking for? 

Email a recruiter at 
FOTS-AE@AmFam.com

Agent Recruitment Brochure

• Size Opened: 8.5” x 11”

• Digital Print

• Branding Colors - PMS and CMYK

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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WELCOME TO OUR COMPANY CUSTOM CARDS
New Hire Telescope Card

WELCOME TO
OUR FAMILY!

Dreams take hard work and 
perseverance. Protecting those 
dreams takes driven determination.

Thank you for choosing to be a 
dream champion. We’re so glad 
you’re here.

To help you feel at home, here’s a little gift. 

CODE

Just go here: Compass > My Day > Compass Site Map > 
View All Compass Links > Under Services > AmFam Store, 
and get yourself something nice!

Use your code
in the company
store. 

What we deliver is

To be the most
trusted and valued
customer-driven
insurance
company.

inspires our actions.

*The back of this card showcases our Values, Mission, and Vision and describes how they support each other. Please display by hanging it in your work area.
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American Family Insurance 
Welcome Card

AFICS
Welcome Card

• Size Closed: 8.25” x 5.5”

• Size Expanded: 22.5” X 5.5”

• Press Print 

• Branding Colors - PMS

• Custom Die Created

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 
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Popup Card with Custom Slide in Envelope
2018 AMERICAN STAR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Qualifications  based on non-transfer surveys received from January 1 through December 31, 2018

Minimum Qualifications for Certification
Full-time Agent

25+ Non-Transfer Surveys
9.05  Agency OSAT

Agent Certification Levels Scoring Guide

Drivers of Satisfaction Credit = 1 Credit = 2

Overall Agent/ Staff/ Agency Experience (OSAT)
(Highest of Agent, Staff, Agency) 9.30-9.48 9.49 and above

PIR’s offered
(% who received PIR offer) 85.00%-94.99% 95.00% and 

above

Agent Contact
(% of respondents selecting “Just Enough”) 90.00% - 94.99% 95.00% and 

above

Extra Credit (must meet minimum qualifications and earn at least 1 credit from Drivers of Satisfaction)

AFI OSAT 9.0 and above 1 extra credit

Rate Change Notification
(% of those with rate change who were contacted by agent and  
discussed options)

60.00% and 
above 1 extra credit

Certification Levels
Total Credits Award Level

Min Max Certification

1 4 Silver

5 6 Gold

7 8 Platinum

2018 AMERICAN STAR INCENTIVES
Available Starting March 1, 2019 – February 28, 2020

SILVER GOLD PLATINUM
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

• $750.00 Agent cash award
• All American points
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

• $1,000.00 Agent cash award
• All American points
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

Claims Contact
Agent contact during the claim process is among the most powerful drivers of customer satis-
faction. The partnership between agent, adjuster and Claim Care Center rep ensures a seamless 
experience for the customer.

Positive Customer Contact 
There is a strong correlation between positive customer contact and customer satisfaction. 
Regular contact (at least three times a year) between customers and their agency increases 
satisfaction by letting customers know they are valued.

Customer Relationship Skills
Strong customer relationship skills help build rapport, loyalty and trust between an agency 
and its customers. Listening with intent, handling complaints quickly, asking for feedback, and 
simply saying “thanks” are all important ways to increase satisfaction and build loyalty.

New Households
Ensuring that every new household feels personally welcomed to American Family plays a key 
role in customer satisfaction. Create an initial positive experience for customers by fulfilling 
their needs, setting clear expectations and staying in touch beyond the initial sale.

Office Environment
A professional, welcoming agency environment sends a strong message that you are a trusted 
advisor for your customers. It also gives customers greater confidence in you (and American 
Family) and helps connect your agency with our strong, positive brand.

Personal Insurance Review
Conducting scheduled personal insurance reviews clearly illustrates the value the agent 
provides in the agent/customer relationship. The PIR helps ensure that each customer is 
well-covered and identifies any potential gaps that might need to be addressed.

Rate Change Notification
Proactively contacting customers in advance of a rate change increases satisfaction and helps 
build trust. Taking time to discuss the reasons behind a rate change and to offer options for 
reducing premiums demonstrates that you are their advocate, which helps build loyalty.

Timely Customer Response
One key to high customer satisfaction is how well you handle the many day-to-day interac-
tions with your customers. Customer expectations are higher than ever, including the expecta-
tion that calls and questions will be answered promptly – no matter when they are received. 

Transfers
Transfers are a critical point along the customer journey, and how well (or poorly) they are 
handled can significantly impact both retention and satisfaction. Welcoming transferred 
customers allows you to begin developing a relationship with them as they transition to your 
agency. 

KEY DRIVERS AND BEST PRACTICES
There are many ways to create a great customer experience, but the list below highlights nine proven “key drivers” of satisfaction that should be 
part of every agency’s standard processes. 

2018 AMERICAN STAR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

BackFront-Mailer-Popup.indd   1 12/14/17   1:11 PM

2018 AMERICAN STAR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Qualifications  based on non-transfer surveys received from January 1 through December 31, 2018

Minimum Qualifications for Certification
Full-time Agent

25+ Non-Transfer Surveys
9.05  Agency OSAT

Agent Certification Levels Scoring Guide

Drivers of Satisfaction Credit = 1 Credit = 2

Overall Agent/ Staff/ Agency Experience (OSAT)
(Highest of Agent, Staff, Agency) 9.30-9.48 9.49 and above

PIR’s offered
(% who received PIR offer) 85.00%-94.99% 95.00% and 

above

Agent Contact
(% of respondents selecting “Just Enough”) 90.00% - 94.99% 95.00% and 

above

Extra Credit (must meet minimum qualifications and earn at least 1 credit from Drivers of Satisfaction)

AFI OSAT 9.0 and above 1 extra credit

Rate Change Notification
(% of those with rate change who were contacted by agent and  
discussed options)

60.00% and 
above 1 extra credit

Certification Levels
Total Credits Award Level

Min Max Certification

1 4 Silver

5 6 Gold

7 8 Platinum

2018 AMERICAN STAR INCENTIVES
Available Starting March 1, 2019 – February 28, 2020

SILVER GOLD PLATINUM
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

• $750.00 Agent cash award
• All American points
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

• $1,000.00 Agent cash award
• All American points
• Free letterhead and envelopes
• Advertising support

– Email announcement
– Advertising materials
– Local media reimbursement
– Yellow pages
– Social media

• Web/Media Relations
– Recognition on amfam.com
– News release

Claims Contact
Agent contact during the claim process is among the most powerful drivers of customer satis-
faction. The partnership between agent, adjuster and Claim Care Center rep ensures a seamless 
experience for the customer.

Positive Customer Contact 
There is a strong correlation between positive customer contact and customer satisfaction. 
Regular contact (at least three times a year) between customers and their agency increases 
satisfaction by letting customers know they are valued.

Customer Relationship Skills
Strong customer relationship skills help build rapport, loyalty and trust between an agency 
and its customers. Listening with intent, handling complaints quickly, asking for feedback, and 
simply saying “thanks” are all important ways to increase satisfaction and build loyalty.

New Households
Ensuring that every new household feels personally welcomed to American Family plays a key 
role in customer satisfaction. Create an initial positive experience for customers by fulfilling 
their needs, setting clear expectations and staying in touch beyond the initial sale.

Office Environment
A professional, welcoming agency environment sends a strong message that you are a trusted 
advisor for your customers. It also gives customers greater confidence in you (and American 
Family) and helps connect your agency with our strong, positive brand.

Personal Insurance Review
Conducting scheduled personal insurance reviews clearly illustrates the value the agent 
provides in the agent/customer relationship. The PIR helps ensure that each customer is 
well-covered and identifies any potential gaps that might need to be addressed.

Rate Change Notification
Proactively contacting customers in advance of a rate change increases satisfaction and helps 
build trust. Taking time to discuss the reasons behind a rate change and to offer options for 
reducing premiums demonstrates that you are their advocate, which helps build loyalty.

Timely Customer Response
One key to high customer satisfaction is how well you handle the many day-to-day interac-
tions with your customers. Customer expectations are higher than ever, including the expecta-
tion that calls and questions will be answered promptly – no matter when they are received. 

Transfers
Transfers are a critical point along the customer journey, and how well (or poorly) they are 
handled can significantly impact both retention and satisfaction. Welcoming transferred 
customers allows you to begin developing a relationship with them as they transition to your 
agency. 

KEY DRIVERS AND BEST PRACTICES
There are many ways to create a great customer experience, but the list below highlights nine proven “key drivers” of satisfaction that should be 
part of every agency’s standard processes. 

2018 AMERICAN STAR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

BackFront-Mailer-Popup.indd   1 12/14/17   1:11 PM

2018

AMERICAN STAR PROGRAM CHANGES FOR 2018
Single qualification regardless of agent tenure  

•  9.05 agency OSAT
•  25+ non-transfer returned surveys

Monetary award for Platinum and Gold levels
•  Platinum $1,000.00
•  Gold $750.00

All American Points
•  Platinum agents – 400 All American points for the 2018-2019 All American or the 2019-2020 All American
•  Gold agents – 200 All American points for the 2018-2019 All American or the 2019-2020 All American

Trophies, plaques and medallions will not be awarded
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Digital Media Images

• Facebook

• Yammer

• Instagram

• LinkedIn

• Learning Central

• Twitter

• Email

• Zoom

English SpanishEmail

Make an Impact
JOIN OUR AGENCY

DIGITAL
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Learning Central Pathway Training

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT
RESOURCES

Change Leadership Guide

Resistance Management

Building Trust and Team Collaboration

Understanding Employee Reaction to Change

Please click the titles below to review change resources. Make a plan.

 Here or there. Decide when you’ll work 
primarily office or primarily home and 
help guide your team regarding the 
same. See the guide.

 Settle in. On the days you’re primarily 
home, create a designated workspace  
that will allow you to be present  
and focused.

 Find a rhythm. Create a daily routine 
that works for you (e.g., if you’re a  
morning person, think about exercise 
and heads down work first thing and 
group your meetings a bit later in the 
day, if possible), write out daily to do 
lists, and repeat! 

 Get in the zone. When you need  
a period of focus, turn off email and  
phone notifications to avoid distraction. 

  Fewer, more impactful meetings.  
Practice good meeting hygiene - keep 
them efficient and worthwhile with an 
agenda, objective, and action items. 
Invite only the key people to attend.  
See the guide. Help your own  
employees cut down on meeting  
bloat with a joint calendar cleanup.

Set clear strategy,  
expectations, and  
reward and recognize.

 Workforce strategy and team roles 
and goals. Work with your leaders to 
understand business area or divisional 
workforce strategy. Review, update and 
ensure clarity of roles and objectives  
for the team that align with our workforce 
strategy and our Enterprise Strategic 
Plan; see more here.

 Define team norms. Work with your 
team to decide how and how often  
to communicate, give updates and  
availability for teamwork, etc.  
(see team norms exercise).

 Set clear individual performance 
goals and objectives. Discuss  
expectations intentionally and talk  
regularly with your leader and your  
employees individually about  
performance. See the video. 

 Track progress in real time.  
Stay up to date on your individual  
and team output and performance 
through regular 1:1s and technology 
(Email, Teams, Excel trackers,  
Jira or Monday.com).

 Reward and recognize. Check out this 
guide to learn how your employees like 
to be recognized. Verbal and written 
recognition (shout outs, emails, cards) 
go a long way for exceptional work or 
completion of a difficult project.  
Consider celebratory dinners or virtual 
cook nights. Also, consider small gifts – 
event tickets, care packages of food or 
flowers, Enterprise or company-branded 
swag, or rewards cards (just be mindful 
of corporate rules and possible taxation).  
Encourage PTO use, gifting thank you 
days, planning team building/events. 
Consider employee performance and 
trajectory for bonuses, pay increases, 
and promotion as well.

 Watch for retention concerns.  
Consider stay interviews with your 
high performers and work with your  
HR partner to develop retention  
plans, as needed. 

Get creative and  
stay connected.

 Experiment and iterate.  
Take advantage of our learnings  
to date with our flex office/home team  
experiments toolkit here.

 Reach out intentionally and  
regularly. Don’t let yourself or your  
employees become isolated. Encourage 
the use of collaboration apps, pick up 
the phone when you need to, and make 
time for water cooler talk even primarily 
home.

 Pay attention to your team’s  
wellbeing. Watch for signs of burnout 
or behavior changes – see this article. 
Also, watch the possible example or 
expectation you’re setting for your team 
with late night or weekend emails –  
consider using the delayed send feature.

 Be available. Make sure you’re  
reachable for your team as much as 
possible during work hours and let  
them know how to best get a hold  
of you (chat, text, email, phone)  
or where you are working that day  
(primarily office, primarily home, etc.).

 Check in and avoid assumptions. 
Communicate frequently with your  
team and your leaders to keep work 
flowing. Remind yourself and your team 
to focus on outcomes rather than the 
clock or where someone is working.

 Sync up and get together. Schedule 
and prioritize days your team can be 
primarily office together. Schedule both 
virtual and primarily office team meet-
ings and activities for work and fun. 
Consider starting some team meetings 
with a 5 minute Wellbeats class.

 Keep track. Balance workloads and 
empower your team to keep each  
other updated on tasks and progress.

Lead with empathy.

 Build a culture of empathy. Our culture 
starts at the top. Give grace and lead 
with empathy in every interaction. 

 Keep it light and fun. Make time to  
surprise, delight and celebrate your 
team members (weekend updates,  
5-10 minute meetings to celebrate  
accomplishments and life events). 

 Give sympathy, congratulations,  
and thanks. Hand-written notes, shout 
outs via email, Zoom or Team, and video 
messages ensure important life events 
are supported and acknowledged.

 Listen up. Review your engagement 
survey results and seek perspective 
regularly and intentionally. Our  
Enterprise Engagement survey happens 
twice a year. Review your latest results 
and form an action plan around “One 
Simple Change.” On a more regular/
informal basis, allocate time to discuss 
what’s working well and ask for  
suggestions from all team members  
(try a stop, start, continue exercise). 

 It’s OK to change your POV. Make an 
effort to see situations from your team’s 
point of view and maybe change your 
mind, approach or strategy.

 Assume the good intent. First trust  
that your team members are completing 
their work even when primarily home 
and have a conversation before making  
a conclusion about how work is getting 
done. Ambiguity is inherent in a flex 
office/home team environment, which 
makes the relationship, communication 
and clear expectations essential for 
success. 

Model and encourage  
self-care.

  Flex office/home wellbeing. Make 
conscious efforts to take care of yourself 
and your team and share what’s  
working. Check out our flex office/
home wellbeing guide.

  Schedule smart. Block your calendar 
for work and me time. Hold yourself 
accountable to your boundaries.

 Switch it up. Add variety to your day 
and step away from your work space  
to switch off and recharge. See our  
daily Zoom self-care bingo card.  
Try the Pomodoro method (25 minutes 
working, 5 minutes break. Repeat). 

 Be flexible. It’s okay to adjust your  
plan and day and for your team  
to do the same.

 Treat yourself. Take time to be proud  
of your work, your teams work and  
celebrate wins. See rewards  
and recognition above.

 Get some fresh air. Take time every 
day to get outside, move your body,  
and be with friends or family.

 Disconnect. Don’t be afraid to switch  
off at the end of the day and on the 
weekends.

ENGAGING YOUR HYBRID WORKFORCE (continued)

Make hybrid work for you and your team

1 2 3 4 5

X

THE RIGHT ATTITUDE THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY

Self-motivation and discipline A computer with video chat capability

A daily routine A fast internet connection

Clear expectations on work output and workload Chat and collaboration apps [alt: Enterprise 
collaboration tools, like Yammer and Teams]

QUICK GUIDE 
ENGAGING YOUR HYBRID WORKFORCE 

Essentials for Both

What’s Different?
WHERE Office Primarily office and primarily home and 

a mix! 

WHEN Standard working hours Flexibility

HOW In-person collaboration Collaboration and teamwork from  
anywhere—with the help of technology

 It’s about balance. 
We are committed to flexible ways of working that meet  
the needs of our diverse customers, our business, and  
our employees. Where I get work done is less important 
than what I get done and how I do it.

 Think outside the cube. 
I structure my day, so it works for our customers, my team 
and me. Some days that means working primarily home, 
and other times it means being primarily office. Every day  
it means bringing my best.

 Face-to-face has its place.
There’s nothing quite like the sense of community primarily 
office. When it makes sense, I head into the office to  
connect with my colleagues. Working primarily home  
has its place too.

 Equitable, not identical.
As we build in more variety and flexibility in working  
arrangements, I acknowledge that not all experiences  
will be identical. We are focused on equitable outcomes,  
not identical experiences.

 Think like a scientist.
We’re reimagining the status quo as we transition to a  
hybrid workforce. Some of our experiments might work, 
others might not, and we’ll use both to learn.

OUR HYBRID GUIDING PRINCIPLES
REFLECTION  
QUESTIONS
(SEND TO TEAM BEFORE 
THE MEETING)

• What barriers do you anticipate related to our team working in a hybrid environment? 
• What tools will we use to communicate with each other? And what expectations do we have of one 

another related to communication? 
• How can we stay connected to foster a sense of community on our team?
• How can we help each other achieve balance and wellness? 
• What recommendations do you have about recognition for a job well done? 
• How will we ensure an inclusive, equitable experience for both those working on-site and those  

working off-site during team meetings?
• What does good leadership look like in a hybrid environment?

DISCUSS Allow time for team members to provide ideas and input to the reflection questions.  
If not shared, ask the team to discuss: 

• Work-hour expectations.  
Example: We mostly work between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. and honor personal commitments, like  
a blocked lunch hour or daycare drop-off.

• When to use Teams chat, email, or text.  
Example: Teams chat is the best form of communication; only text me if it is urgent.

• Which days and times are best for adhoc meetings?  
Example: Based on the nature of our work, Friday mornings work best for collaborative meetings. 

• Connection.  
Example: We meet once a week for 30 minutes to talk about everything but work – cameras  
are optional. 

• Recognition:  
Example: We celebrate birthdays, anniversaries and project milestones by a virtual happy  
hour – you can expense food from Door Dash or another food delivery app. 

• Inclusive/Equitable experience:  
Example: those of us in person agree not to continue meeting once we’ve ended the meeting  
with our remote peers. 

• How I can lead differently.  
Example: I will focus on what you deliver vs when you are working.  
I will start each meeting by asking how you are vs what you’ve accomplished. 

WRAP UP On a virtual huddle board or collaboration space, record the ideas the team will try. Email the ideas to the 
team and share your personal commitment to testing them together. Schedule a 30 minute, 30-day follow up 
to see what is working and what could be adjusted.

LEADER HUDDLE GUIDE: ESTABLISHING NEW TEAM NORMS
(continued)

QUICK GUIDE 
ESTABLISHING NEW TEAM  
NORMS DOCUMENTATION 

Establishing Team Norms 
Exercise Get the guide here. Capture your notes from the discussion below and share with the team as a follow up. 

Discussion Notes 

Meeting date:
Attendees:

Work-hour expectations. 

When to use Teams chat,  
email, or text. 

Which days and times are  
best for ad hoc meetings? 

Community and Connection 
efforts.

Balance and wellness efforts. 

Recognition:  

Inclusive/Equitable  
experience: 

What good leadership looks  
like in a hybrid env:

Specific OpCo or Business 
Area considerations:

QUICK GUIDE 
LEADER HUDDLE GUIDE: ESTABLISHING 
NEW TEAM NORMS

TIME TO COMPLETE 30 minutes

FORMAT Zoom team huddle/meeting

OBJECTIVE Establish team working norms around topics like:
• communication    
• work hours
• use of technology 
• recognition
• meaningful connections 

Acknowledge that each team is unique and has an opportunity to define what works for them.

PRE-WORK Leader:
• Complete this short online course to learn about successful virtual and hybrid teams. 
• Send reflection questions to team prior to the meeting-ask them to be prepared to share.

INTRODUCTION  
AND OPENING  
REMARKS
(SHARED BY LEADER) 

We’re here to discuss new ways to work as a team. As we evolve into more of a hybrid work model, what 
used to work for us probably won’t anymore. This huddle is designed to help us start talking about how  
& when we work that will encourage engagement, inclusion and productivity. 

I want your feedback and perspective which is why I sent you reflection questions. By defining what works 
best for us, we’ll be able to build strong relationships with each other AND meet the needs of our customers.

FACTORS TO DETERMINE IF PRIMARILY OFFICE OR PRIMARILY HOME WORK IS BEST TODAY
(continued)

OFFSITE BECAUSE ...

1 I need to get some individual focused work done 
with none of the distractions of the office.

I need to use some equipment I only have at 
home.

I need to use the time I’d spend commuting 
to get work done.

2

3

I have early morning and late afternoon meetings 
today—I just can’t make a commute work.

4

I have some personal priorities today, and being 
offsite helps me be more flexible. 

5

All of my meetings today are with colleagues 
working offsite.

6

Where’s the best place for me to work today?

3
4

5

6

1
2

QUICK GUIDE 
FACTORS TO DETERMINE IF PRIMARILY OFFICE OR 
PRIMARILY HOME WORK IS BEST TODAY

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING FACTORS WHEN DECIDING WHERE TO WORK FOR THE DAY: 

1 We’re celebrating today!

I need to get up to speed on this 
project I’m working on.

I need to use some equipment they 
only have at the office.

2

3

I’m having a performance discussion 
with my manager.

4

I need to get some focused work done 
with none of the distractions of home.

5 I’m a new hire and I want to get to 
know my peers.

8

My colleagues are all getting together 
today to kick around some new ideas.

9I need a defined end to my work day and 
I like having a commute to wind down.

6

I need a change of scenery and some 
face-to-face time with people I enjoy.

7

Where’s the best place for me to work today?
ONSITE BECAUSE ...

5

9

2

8

3 4

7

6

1

EXIT

PLAN YOUR DAY AND MEETINGS WITH PURPOSE (See guide here)

a. Determine if you will work primarily office or primarily home for the day (see guide here), 
create a daily to do list, and build in variety (See our daily Zoom self-care bingo card)

b. On the days that you are primarily home, try to create a designated workplace for focus 

c. In terms of meetings, we’ve all experienced meeting bloat and back-to-back  
meetings that drain our energy and productivity. Consider alternatives  
to meetings – such as Teams’ chat or email

d. We can cut down on meetings if we foster a meeting culture centered  
on preparation and purpose

i. For example, think of reducing meeting durations to 25 minutes  
or 50 minutes, instead of 30 minutes or an hour

ii. Ask – do I have to be in this meeting? If so, determine if the meeting  
is to disclose, discuss, or decide. If you’re not sure, ask your manager 

iii. Only invite the people that truly need to be there, share an agenda  
in advance, and prevent FOMO for those not invited by taking notes  
and sharing those notes out

FOLLOW THE SCIENCE 

a. We are creating the future of work together – defining new norms, habits,  
and best practices

b. Let’s use science to help guide us – science tells us that peak performance  
depends on cycles of rest and recovery. Longer hours don’t always equal  
higher impact (see this article on the science and benefits of rest)

c. Let’s build a culture where taking breaks is a mark of intelligence,  
not laziness. Embrace down time and PTO to help us rest and rejuvenate 

SHOW EMPATHY 

a. We create our culture together – show empathy and give others permission  
to prioritize their wellbeing

b. Give grace and listen with empathy in every interaction

c. Connect and be vulnerable with your colleagues. Ensure the quietest  
voices are heard. Make space for fun, sadness, joy, during the workday

CHECK OUT OUR INTERNAL WELLBEING  
RESOURCES:

• Enterprise Wellbeing Program – tools and resources to create healthy habits

• NEXT health and wellness, including:

o 10 minute workouts, resilience guide, guide to stress management, digital  
self-care resources, coping with workplace change, EAP FAQs, guidance  
resources program info

HYBRID WORK WELLBEING – COMBAT DIGITAL EXHAUSTION
(continued)

4

5

6
Here are some principles for hybrid work wellbeing 

Working hybrid can increase productivity, satisfaction, and lead to better work-life balance. However, 
there can also be implications for your mental and physical health and it is critical to take care  
of your overall wellbeing. To help, here are some hybrid work wellbeing guiding principles. 

MAKE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES YOUR FRIEND  
(see a five minute goal setting video here)

a. Prioritize your time and manage your energy 

b. Goals and objectives help make it clear to yourself and others which work  
is most important 

c. Regularly review with and update your manager to ensure you are on the  
same page

d. This framework can empower you to say no or not right now, which helps  
you achieve balance

GET COMFORTABLE WITH IMPERFECTION

a. As the speed of change accelerates, try to balance perfection with speed  
and agility. In some cases, good enough is good enough  

b. This isn’t about lowering quality of delivery for our customers, but more  
so about managing priorities, energy, and expectations  

c. Ask yourself and your colleagues “does this need to be good, better, best?”

d. Sometimes it’s a marathon, not a sprint – manage your pace to make  
it sustainable

OWN YOUR BOUNDARIES

a. Wellbeing is an individual and team sport. Everyone has unique personal  
circumstances (for example, care giving, etc.). Talk with your leader about  
boundaries that will help you be successful and productive and own them

b. Understand your team’s norms and contribute to that exercise with your  
leader and peers by sharing your personal circumstances and commitments  
(e.g., start/end times, etc.). Technology can also help here – set status  
messages in Teams or block time in Outlook

c. When we own our boundaries and respect other’s boundaries, we create  
a culture of mutual support

QUICK GUIDE 
HYBRID WORK WELLBEING –  
COMBAT DIGITAL EXHAUSTION

1

2

3

FLEXIBLE WORKING LEADER
(continued)

2. Establish Team Norms 
 Facilitate team norming conversations to align  

on where and when work will be done. 
 This guide can be used to help facilitate: 

 Huddle Guide Establishing Team Norms -  
learningcentral (edcast.com) 

 You may find it helpful to document what was  
discussed. <<insert documenting template>>

3. 1x1 Conversations 
 Leverage one on ones to have individual conversations 

about flexible work arrangements. 
 Conversation Framework: 

• Remind of working arrangement for primarily office, 
primarily home or flex office/home

• Discuss business area flexibility guidelines and  
how they apply to the team

• Employee Input: 
o What are personal needs
o What might be changing or remaining the same

• Align on when and where; what times / days flexibility 
can be leveraged and where physically work will be 
performed

• Plan to continually check-in – business and personal 
needs change and will need to be revisited to ensure 
there is balance. 

Resistance Management 
Resistance to change can happen. We can support people  
through change and help manage resistance. 
Consider taking a little time with your team to identify where  
there is resistance and how you might lead through. 

Resistance Checklist Huddle – under 30 minutes
This material is designed to be a quick, interactive session  
with your team to determine where people are with resistance  
to a change that is occurring. 

• Set a huddle date with 30 minutes to complete this  
exercise

• Prior to the huddle provide the Resistance Checklist  
to your people
– Make sure to outline the context of which change/issue 

you would like the team to focus on while completing 
this checklist

– Provide a clear deadline for return of the completed 
checklist prior to the huddle

– Note that you can make the conversation anonymous, 
when the checklists are returned compile all the data 
into a summary and do not note which specific people 
marked agree or disagree

• Compile the checklists and note where the team has  
“disagree” noted

• Lead the huddle conversation around the “disagree” 
checks
– How can we mitigate this item?
–  What actions will we commit to?
–  How will we be accountable?
–  When we will re-connect to check our progress?

• Leverage guidance from the Understanding Employee 
Reactions to Change as part of the conversation

• Consider running this exercise again to measure the  
progress made

QUICK GUIDE 
FLEXIBLE WORKING  
LEADER

Enterprise Flexibility Philosophy Statement
The American Family Enterprise is a customer-driven enterprise, 
committed to flexible ways of working that meet the evolving  
needs of our diverse customers, business, and employees.  
As our workforce evolves into new ways of working, flexible  
work is an important differentiator in our ability to attract  
and retain talent and maximize employee engagement. 

What is a flexible work arrangement and what does  
it include? 
Flexibility can mean different things to each of us, and we  
recognize there is no one-size-fits-all solution given the variety  
of roles, work requirements and business needs we have across 
the Enterprise. 

• Flexible work arrangements include when and where  
work gets done
o Work location (primarily office, primarily home and  

flex office/home)
o Early or late start times
o Ability to leave for part of a workday 
o Flexible schedules (such as condensed work weeks)

Arrangements can be short or long-term needs that change  
over time. 

Recommended Approach to Implement Flexible Work  

Arrangements 
1. Define Flexible Work Arrangements
 Business area leaders will be provided the autonomy  

to define flexible work arrangements for their workforce 
based on the unique needs of their businesses and our 
customers.

 It is important to understand the type of flexible  
arrangements that are supported by your division  
and business areas by working with your leaders  
and peers.

Enterprise NEXT - Flex office/home First

Business Area Strategy

Team Norm

Individual Flexibility

• Final Deliverable: PDF and in a Learning  
Central Channel/Pathway

• Hyperlinks throughout to specified websites. 

• NEXT Branding

DIGITAL TRAINING
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PowerPoint presentations and images

INSIDER RISK 
AND IVESTIGATIONS

Sheldon’s Top Tips 
for Protection You 
& Your Family
Sheldon Cuffie, Enterprise Technology Group VP

Do not put 
your home 
address in 
your vehicle’s 
GPS

1#

Unless…. it has a PIN, or other 
protections

Unintentional Insider

• An insider who, without malicious intent, causes 
harm or substantially increases the probability of 
future serious harm to the organization.

• These insiders lack malicious intent but become 
a risk through negligence and/or outside 
manipulation.   Examples include accidental 
public disclosures of sensitive information, 
phishing scams, spear phishing and loss of 
records and/or electronic media.

7#

Lock before 
you walk!

A perfect opportunity for 
drive by theft, snoopers:

Just a few unattended 
minutes can be disastrous.

POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS
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ENTERPRISE HOTELING WORKSTATIONS

Perhaps you’re traveling for work or typically working from home and would like to stop into the office. Whatever the case may be, the 

Space and Relocation Team has identified various workstations available for your use beginning Sept. 13. These spaces are available to 

any enterprise employeeand can be found in several of our locations, outlined below. 

Workstations will be equipped with the following:• Chair
• 27” Monitor
• Universal Docking station• Keyboard

• Mouse
• Sanitizing wipes

Should you need access to the guest Wi-Fi in the American Family Buildings, please have your manager fill out this form  

Guest Wireless Administration Form - Service Portal (service-now.com)
Another way to connect to the guest network is to create a request with help from an onsite sponsor. To do this, you will need to connect  

to the AFIGUEST network, and click ‘Create Request’. You will enter your information, along with your sponsor’s information (name, 

email, etc.). Your sponsor will get an email to approve the request. Once approved, you will get an email with the credentials to use  

to log in for the day.
How to reserve a workstation and access the building• Workstations in American Family and CONNECT buildings will be reservable in Outlook so you can check availability  

and reserve the workstation much like you would a conference room. 
 As an enterprise employee with an American Family-issued badge, you will have general access to the American Family facilities 

listed below. If you plan to go to Atlanta, or the SPARK building 7th floor, you will need to request access through this form: 

Add Building Access Request - Service Portal (service-now.com). If you have any questions regarding your building access, you 

can contact Access Management at ext. 30444 or 608-243-4903. 
 If you are a new employee who needs building access, your manager will need to fill out the New Onboarding Building Access 

Request - Service Portal (service-now.com). This onboarding process does not apply to TG, MSA or Homesite unless you need 

access to an American Family or CONNECT location. CONNECT employees will have access to the CONNECT building. If you  

are not a CONNECT employee and need access to the CONNECT building, you will need to fill out this form: Add Building Access 

Request - Service Portal (service-now.com).  • Workstations at the MSA office in Jacksonville will be reservable in Outlook so you can check availability and reserve  

the workstation much like you would a conference room. MSA employees currently have badge access to the buildings. All other 

employees are required to check in at the reception desk and are given a visitor badge after their employment is confirmed.

• Workstations at The General office in Nashville do not have to be booked in Outlook. You will have access to use any empty  

desk in the building, however the two workstations identified below have a 27” monitor with a universal docking station, keyboard  

and mouse. If you are a General associate, you will have access to the building and their secure floors. For all other enterprise  

employees, simply check-in at the front desk and you will be given temporary access to the floors. 

• Workstations at Homesite in Boston do not have to be booked in Outlook. You will have access to use any empty  

desk in the building, however the two workstations identified below have a 27” monitor with a universal docking station, keyboard  

and mouse. If you are a Homesite associate, you will have access to the building. For all other enterprise employees, please email 

Jill.Maddrell@homesite.com to be added to the security list for the building. Once you arrive, you will need to provide an ID  

to the security desk in the lobby for a building pass and then proceed to the reception desk on 4th floor to receive a temporary  

badge for the day.
QR codes for details on hoteling spaces will be available soon at each building’s entrance.

Signage will be posted in each workstation indicating best practices and helpful contacts should questions arise. Shown below are floor 

plans with these specific hoteling workstations identified, along with nearby conference rooms and restrooms. Any additional questions  

can be directed to SpaceandRelocationteam@amfam.com. 

ST CITY 
Operating Company AZ Phoenix American Family Insurance – 3rd Level

CO Denver American Family Insurance – 4th Floor
FL Jacksonville Main Street America – 3rd Level

GA Atlanta
American Family Insurance – 10th Level

MA Boston
Homesite – 5th FloorMN Eden Prairie American Family Insurance – Building 1, Level 1MO St. Ann

American Family Insurance – 1st FloorSt. Joseph American Family Insurance – 3 East
NH Keene

Main Street America – 2nd Floor
NV Las Vegas American Family Insurance – 3rd Floor
TN Nashville The General – 1st Floor

WI

Ashwaubenon CONNECT – 1st LevelMadison American Family Insurance – NHQ A2Madison American Family Insurance – NHQ BL2 Cafeteria
Madison American Family Insurance – NHQ C2Madison American Family Insurance – SPARK 3rd Floor - Café

Madison American Family Insurance – SPARK 5th Floor - Coming Soon

Madison American Family Insurance – SPARK 7rd Floor

Click on the Operating Company’s floor level to quickly go to the office floor plan. 

Vacant offices have been turned into Focus Rooms to be used on a first-come, first-served 

basis with no reservation required. These spaces will be available for employees to work 

mask-free with the door closed and with no other employees in the room. To locate a Focus 

Room, while onsite, look for signage outside the room that indicates such.

 

What do successful teams do well? 
Complete this short online course to learn about successful  
virtual and hybrid teams.

As we evolve into a hybrid work model, what used to work for you 
and your team probably won’t anymore. Use this huddle guide to 
help you start conversations with your team around how and when 
we work that will encourage engagement, inclusion and productivity.  

Put your plans into action!
How will you know if it’s working?
Evaluate on a regular basis to ensure team is living the new cultural 
norms 

Things to Consider….

Keep in mind our enterprise 
competencies:

►	 Lead	People	Inclusively

►	 Lead	as	an	Intrapreneur

►	 Lead	Digital	Innovation

►	 When	will	we	meet	in	 
person? For what purpose?

►	 How	will	we	be	inclusive	
when onsite, when others 
are offsite?

►	 How	will	we	hold	each	
other accountable?

►	 What	have	we	learned?

►	 What	adjustments,	if	any,	
should we make?

ESTABLISH NEW 
CULTURAL NORMS

TAKE ACTION!

Things to Consider….

Things to Consider….

YOUR NEXT LEADERSHIP JOURNEY
As leaders in a hybrid work environment, it is important to understand what makes a hybrid or  
virtual	team	successful.		It’s	also	critical	to	establish	new	cultural	norms	within	your	own	team.	 
The way you’ve worked together in the past may not be optimal moving forward. To be a  
successful and engaged team, we need to be intentional about identifying how we will work  
together in the future.

To	help	guide	you	on	this	journey,	follow	the	three	steps	below	to	create	a	shared	vision	
for the future within your team.

Additional resources on leading and working in remote teams: click here
To learn more about enterprise competencies: click here 

STEP 2

STEP 3

UNDERSTANDING 
SUCCESSFUL 

VIRTUAL/HYBRID 
TEAMS

STEP 1
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This moment is defined by an unprecedented combination of crises: health, economic, race and leadership -- requiring companies to re-imagine  
how they operate and compete. At American Family Insurance, we embrace the uncertainty. We see the opportunity to build upon our strategy  
and clear actions of the past decade. We choose now, in this moment, to accelerate innovation and be recognized by our customers as leaders  
in our industry and in our communities with bold, disciplined actions aligned to our Beliefs.

OUR BELIEFS OUR CULTURE 

Diverse and inclusive teams outperform

Diverse teams whose members are valued for the  
multiplicity of their identities – their whole selves –  
are more productive and innovative in an inclusive 
environment. The infusion of new ideas and additional 
experience generates higher performance and fuels 
business success. Leading companies are taking  
deliberate action to create inclusive cultures that  
attract, develop and retain great talent that  
represents the communities they serve. 

Corporate social responsibility is a key 
differentiator

Customers, employees and business partners expect 
companies to invest in the communities they serve  
and to proactively address important social issues. 
Leading companies will take decisive action, leveraging 
resources and influence to build more equitable and 
inclusive communities that provide opportunities for all.  
They will align social impact strategies with business 
strategies authentically and purposefully, with a view  
to achieving substantial and lasting impact.

Strategic flexibility is a strength

Industry leaders proactively adapt to changing market 
and regulatory conditions. Mutual company status, 
financial strength and a multi-channel, multi-product 
suite all enable strategic flexibility. These characteristics 
are further strengthened through strategic M&A and 
partnerships. The ability to achieve a competitive  
advantage in the marketplace requires leaders  
to embrace speed in execution and foster a cultural 
aptitude to quickly scale strategies up or down.

Customer-focused companies are accelerating 
through digital innovation

Digitally-enabled solutions and platform business  
models, incorporating artificial intelligence in  
product design and customer experience, are defining 
the competitive landscape. Leading companies will 
combine digital with local presence in seamless,  
connected and personalized omnichannel experiences. 

All companies face key decisions as cyber risks, 
ransomware, and privacy challenges accelerate

Companies face key choices. Ensuring security,  
regulatory compliance, and customer trust, while also 
competing on data, digital innovation, and AI requires 
scale and increasing continual investment. Leading  
companies with the resources and flexibility to do  
so will rethink their operations, business model  
and options, emphasizing privacy, security and  
resiliency-by-design.

Efficiency is gained through scale, alignment 
and innovation

Price sensitivity, competition, emerging technologies 
and social influences have heightened consumers’ 
expectations of value. Leading companies use scale 
as an advantage to compete on brand, talent and cost 
structure. Scale advantage requires combining vigilant 
expense discipline and strategic alignment of enterprise 
assets, with the organizational agility to accelerate 
transformation and innovation. O
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Fueled through the strength of our diversity

Empowered to find solutions that will help our customers

Full of curiosity, courage, and passion

Embracing a workplace inclusive of all

Knowing there's a lifetime of opportunity for innovators

How we treat people is just as important as what we deliver

That's true for customers, and it's true for each of us

Humility, integrity, and sincerity

Driven by an ethical foundation

Challenging the status quo

OUR CUSTOMER
We do what's right for our customers

We put customers first

Innovating and creating the future

Imagining what could be, then making it happen

Creating new products, services, and experiences

Honored by the trust placed in us

Committed to safeguarding their privacy and data

Ensuring, through our financial strength, 

to be there when they need us most

OUR COMMUNITIES
We're focused on doing what's right - for now and for the future

Supporting entrepreneurs and improving our environment 

Leveraging our values to drive positive change in our communities

Forging partnerships to create equitable opportunities for all

Addressing equity gaps; lifting up those who have been marginalized

Serving as a catalyst for conversation, innovation and change

A partner in our communities striving every day to make them stronger

AMERICAN FAMILY ENTERPRISE: 

OUR POSITIONS
PREPARED BY:

OFFICE OF COMMUNITY

& SOCIAL IMPACT (OCSI)

June 2021 

GET OUTSIDE!
PARKS WITHIN TWO MILES OF SPARK

BB Clarke Beach Park 

835 Spaight St.

Bernie’s Beach Park 

901 Gilson St.

Breese Stevens Field 

917 E. Mifflin St.

Brittingham Park 

829 W. Washington Ave.

Burr Jones Park 

1820 E. Washington Ave.

Burrows Park 

25 Burrows Rd.

Central Park/McPike Park 

202 S. Ingersoll St.

Demetral Park 

601 N. Sixth St.

Edward Klief Park 

1200 Milton St.

Elmside Circle Park 

500 Elmside Circle

Filene Park 

1610 Sherman Ave.

Tenney Park

Giddings Park 

429 Castle Pl.

Hawthorne Park 

220 Division St.

Hudson Park 

2919 Lakeland Ave.

James Madison Park 

614 E. Gorham St.

Kerr-McGee Triangle Park 

728 Jenifer St.

Lakeland-Schiller Triangle Park 

651 Schiller Ct.

Law Park 
410 S. Blaire St

Morrison Park 

1451 Morrison St.

Olin Park 
1156 Olin-Turville Ct.

Orton Park 

1103 Spaight St.

Peace Park 

452 State St.

Pennsylvania Park 

1915 E. Johnson St.

Period Garden Park 

110 E. Gorham St.

Reynolds Field Park 

810 E. Mifflin St.

South & West Shore Park 

500 S. Shore Dr.

Tenney Park and Tenney  

Park Ice Rink 

1414 E. Johnson St.

Turville Point Conservation Park 

1155 Olin-Turville Ct.

Wirth Court Park 

2801 Saint Paul Ave.

Yahara Place Parkway 

101 N. Thornton Ave.

Yahara Place Park 

2025 Yahara Pl.

PATHS FOR BIKING AND WALKING
• The Capital City Trail is just south of Spark. It can 

be accessed on either South Livingston Street  

or South Paterson Street. This trail can be used  

by bicyclists, pedestrians, and in-line skaters.

o The trail can be taken west of Spark for a 

beautiful route along Lake Monona and  

past the Monona Terrace.

o The Capital City Trail has connections to the 

Military Ridge Trail, the Badger State Trail,  

the Monona Trail, and the John Nolan Path.

• The Military Ridge Trail connects Madison with 

Dodgeville.

• The Badger State Trail connects Madison with  

the Wisconsin-Illinois border.

o A state trail pass is required for bicycling  

and in-line skating on the Capital City Trail. 

Get a pass.

o Get a map and information on the Capital 

City State Trail.
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GROCERIES NEAR SPARK

CHILD CARE NEAR SPARK

ALDI 
3925 Lien Rd.

Dollar Tree 
1759 Thierer Rd.

Dollar Tree 
1870 E. Washington Ave.
Family Dollar 
2825 E. Washington Ave.
Festival Foods 
810 E. Washington Ave.
Hy-Vee 
3801 E. Washington Ave.

Jaun’s Market 
2705 E. Washington Ave.
Madison Food Mart 
902 E. Johnson St.
Stop N Shop 
312 E. Mifflin St.

Walgreens 
2909 E. Washington Ave.
Walgreens 
3710 E. Washington Ave.
Willy Street Co-Op East 
1221 Williamson St.

There are many childcare center options available in the downtown Madison and surrounding areas. Below is 
the referral list of early childhood care and education programs and after school programs that are accredited 
by the City of Madison. This referral list highlights childcare center options near downtown and the east side of 
Madison, within a few miles of Spark.

Big Oak Child Care Center 2030 Winnebago St.
Courtside Montessori Preschool Inc. 721 Northport Dr.
Creative Learning Preschool and Child Care Center 105 S. Butler St.

Goodman Community Child Care Program 149 Waubesa St.
Madison College Child and Family Center Truax 1701 Wright St.

Reach Dane - Wee Start Child Care Center 1501 Jenifer St.

Tenney Nursery & Parent Center 1321 E. Mifflin St. 
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HANDBOOK

• Pages: 36

• Final Deliverable:  
PDF for website

• Hyperlinks throughout  
to specified websites  
and pages

• Spark Branding

• Pages: 11

• Final Deliverable:  
PDF for division

• Hyperlinks throughout  
to specified websites  
and pages  
 

• Multiple documents

• Final Deliverable:  
PDF’s for the NEXT site

• Hyperlinks throughout  
to specified websites and 
document sections

• NEXT Branding
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Thank you for being a dream champion! 
We want to do everything we can to make 
you feel right at home. Use this handy  
digital guide to help you get around, find  
your place, and learn a little more about 
where you are� 

Let’s kick things off with a proper  
introduction.

THE REASON WE’RE HERE.
It all started as a dream way back in 1927 
when insurance salesman Herman Wittwer 
was inspired by local farmers in need of  

WE’RE SO GLAD YOU’RE HERE!
affordable, reliable coverage� With some  
innovative thinking, entrepreneurial instincts 
and a dedication to the customer, Farmers 
Mutual Automobile Insurance Company  
was born� 

In the years since, we’ve grown from  
Farmers Mutual to American Family Mutual 
Insurance Company� From rural towns in  
Wisconsin to cities across the nation� From 
single company to a multi-line enterprise 
featuring Homesite and The General�  
Together, we provide life, farm and ranch, 
auto and home insurance to millions of 
hard-working dreamers�

Our mission at American Family Insurance: 
to inspire, protect and restore dreams� Why 
dreams? Great question� Because we believe 
a dream is the most valuable thing you’ll ever 
own� And because dreams don’t just happen, 
they’re earned through perseverance,  
commitment and work ethic� We know how 
hard our customers work to achieve their 
dreams� That’s why we’ve worked so hard,  
for so long, to protect them�

And that brings us to today� Still protecting 
dreamers� Always driven by the customer� 
Since day one� 18 American Family Insurance

Making Madison a place for people of color to 
live, learn, lead and link: 
Madison Network of Black Professionals

Fostering learning, respect, and the search for 
truth:
Diversity and Inclusion at Edgewood 
College

Empowering Muslim Women: 
Milwaukee Muslim Women’s Coalition

To recognize and enhance the lives of Latino 
professionals: 
Latino Professional’s Association

Working to empower communities and  
change lives: 
Urban League of Greater Madison Young 
Professionals

Community Organizations
Madison is an amazing place to call home,  
for people from all backgrounds� Your  
perspectives matter here�

Get to know some of the community  
organizations and resources working hard  
to keep us all connected�  

Supporting business excellence in the Latino  
and non-Latino communities: : 
Latino Chamber of Commerce

Building a pro-fairness business community  
in Wisconsin:
LGBT Chamber of Commerce

Advancing management skills and experience:
Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce  
Executives

Developing leaders and teaching the values  
of free-market enterprise: 
Business World

Strengthening and sustaining an inclusive 
campus: 
UW Multicultural Student Center

EXPERIENCE MADISON

22 American Family Insurance

EXPERIENCE MADISON

10 great things to see and do
With so much to offer, you have to start  
somewhere� Might as well start with this list! 

Get inspired: 
Olbrich Botanical Gardens

Experience the history: 
Wisconsin State Capitol 

Soak up the sun: 
Memorial Union Terrace

Find a friend: 
Henry Vilas Zoo

Go Bucky: 
Camp Randall Stadium

Avoid the ordinary: 
State Street

More than a venue: 
Monona Terrace Community and  
Convention Center 

Campus life: 
University of Wisconsin – Madison

Visual enrichment: 
Chazen Museum of Art 

Since 1911, the Henry Vilas Zoo has  
connected people of all ages to the  

wonders of the wild. Admission was free 
then, and will cost you the same today. 

16 American Family Insurance

Madison Beltline
The Beltline (Hwy 12/18) is your main connection from one  
end of the Madison area to the other� It’ll get you around  
and through the city and link you to all the great points in  
between� Hit the highway here�  

Maps and Transportation
Whether by car, taxi, bus or bike, go here to get there� 

GETTING AROUND TOWN

WELCOME TO OUR FAMILY

Digital book on the Careers page on AmFam.com. 
No Place Like Home Link
• Pages: 38

• Final Deliverable: PDF for website

• Hyperlinks throughout to local (Madison) websites and pages

• American Family Branding

DIGITAL DOCUMENTS

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. © 2022 American Family Insurance®. All Rights Reserved. 

https://www.amfam.com/about/careers
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“WE ARE DRIVEN BY OUR CUSTOMERS 
AND DEDICATED TO THEIR DREAMS”
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2017 CERTIFICATION

2017 Certification Guide
Qualification based on non-transfer surveys received from January 1 through December 31, 2017

Minimum Qualification for Certification

Full-Time Agents- Tenure of Two Years or Less as of 12/31/17 Full-Time Agents- Tenure of More than Two Years as of 12/31/2017

20+ Non-Transfer Surveys  

9.05+  Non-Transfer Agency OSAT

30+ Non-Transfer Surveys 

9.05+ Non-Transfer Agency OSAT

Agent Certification Levels Scoring Guide

Drivers of Satisfaction Credit = 1 Credit = 2

Overall Agent/ Staff/ Agency Experience (OSAT)
(Highest of Agent, Staff, Agency) 9.30-9.48 9.49 and above

PIR’s offered
(% who received PIR offer) 85.0%-94.99% 95% and above

Agent Contact
(% of respondents selecting “Just Enough”) 90.0% - 94.99% 95% and above

Extra Credit (must meet minimum qualifications and earn at least 1 credit from Drivers of Satisfaction)

AFI OSAT Overall Experience (OSAT) with AFI       
(Experience with American Family) 9.0 and above 1 extra credit

Rate Change Notification
% of those with rate change who were 
contacted by agent and discussed  
options

60% and above 1 extra credit

Certification Levels
Total Credits Award Level

Min Max Certification

1 4 Silver

5 6 Gold

7 8 Platinum

2017 CERTIFICATION GUIDE
Qualification based on non-transfer surveys received from January 1 through December 31, 2017
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Advertising Support
• All of your customers who have an email address listed in CIM or Apex will receive  

a message announcing your Excellence in Customer Experience certification and  
your commitment to customer satisfaction. NOTE: If you do not want this message  
sent to your customers you can choose to opt out of this incentive.

• Advertising materials such as newspaper ads, business cards, radio scripts, window 
decals, counter cards, counter card inserts and billboards can all be ordered through 
Marketing On Demand (MOD).

• Local Media Reimbursement will be provided when all American Family local 
media guidelines are followed and all creative requirements are met.

• Your Excellence in Customer Experience status will be identified in all company- 
sponsored Yellow Pages ads.

• Social Media: Please refer to the Advertising/Creative Policies for information relative 
to your use of the Excellence in Customer Experience certification in your social media 
accounts.

Web/Media Relations
Certified agents also receive support for web-related tools and other media 
outlets, including:

• Your American Star status will automatically be noted on the agent 
locator search results page and on your individual web page.

• American Family Media Relations will provide a news release that  
you can use with your local newspaper or other publications. 

More details on these incentives can be found on the American Star web site under the 
section “American Star Certification.”

2017 INCENTIVES

2017 AMERICAN STAR INCENTIVES
Available Starting March 1, 2018 – February 28, 2019

All-American Points/Merchandise Option
Agents will have the option to choose between:

• Gold agents – 200 All-American points OR merchandise/All American activities  
equivalent to $200

• Platinum agents – 400 All-American points OR merchandise/All American activities 
equivalent to $400

Agency Staff Incentive
This incentive is designed to reward agency staff for their role in customer satisfaction.

• Agents certified at the Gold ($500) or Platinum ($750) levels can use this incentive  
on items/gift cards listed in the Maritz Product Catalog (more details on this  
incentive will be shared with Gold and Platinum agents in March of 2018)

Trophies/Plaques/Year Plates
• Agents certified for the first time in 2017 will receive a year plate  

and an American Star Trophy to place it on.

• Agents certified in 2017 and also in ONE of the following years: 2013, 
2014, 2015 or 2016 will receive a year plate and an American Star  
plaque to place the year plate on (the plaque holds up to six year plates)

• Agents certified in 2017 and also in TWO or more of the years 2013,  
2014, 2015 or 2016 will receive a year plate to place on their American 
Star trophy

• On the 10th anniversary of being certified ten consecutive years agents  
will receive a commemorative wooden box/business card holder

Letterhead/Envelopes
All certified agents are entitled to 500 pieces of letterhead and  
500 envelopes with an American Star Excellence in Customer Satisfaction  
imprint free of charge. Certified agents who have a satellite office are 
entitled to an additional 500 pieces of letterhead with envelopes.

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai

R G MARTINSON AGENCY, INC.1846 UNIVERSITY AVEGREEN BAY, WI 54302-3638  PH: (920) 430-8000 FAX: (920) 430-8476E-MAIL: rmartins@amfam.comWEBSITE: www.rgmartinson.comACCESS ANYTIME:  1-800-MY AMFAM / amfam.com
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Claims Contact
Agent contact during the claim process is among the most powerful  
drivers of customer satisfaction. The partnership between agent,  
adjuster and Claim Care Center rep ensures a seamless experience  
for the customer.

Positive Customer Contact 
There is a strong correlation between positive customer contact and  
customer satisfaction. Regular contact (at least three times a year) 
between customers and their agency increases satisfaction by  
letting customers know they are valued.

Customer Relationship Skills
Strong customer relationship skills help build rapport, loyalty and  
trust between an agency and its customers. Listening with intent,  
handling complaints quickly, asking for feedback, and simply saying 
“thanks” are all important ways to increase satisfaction and  
build loyalty.

New Households
Ensuring that every new household feels personally welcomed to  
American Family plays a key role in customer satisfaction. Create  
an initial positive experience for customers by fulfilling their  
needs, setting clear expectations and staying in touch beyond  
the initial sale.

Office Environment
A professional, welcoming agency environment sends a strong  
message that you are a trusted advisor for your customers. It also  
gives customers greater confidence in you (and American Family) 
 and helps connect your agency with our strong, positive brand.

KEY DRIVERS OF SATISFACTION

Personal Insurance Review
Conducting scheduled personal insurance reviews clearly illustrates  
the value the agent provides in the agent/customer relationship.  
The PIR helps ensure that each customer is well-covered and  
identifies any potential gaps that might need to be addressed.

Rate Change Notification
Proactively contacting customers in advance of a rate change  
increases satisfaction and helps build trust. Taking time to discuss  
the reasons behind a rate change and to offer options for reducing 
premiums demonstrates that you are their advocate, which helps  
build loyalty.

Timely Customer Response
One key to high customer satisfaction is how well you handle the  
many day-to-day interactions with your customers. Customer  
expectations are higher than ever, including the expectation  
that calls and questions will be answered promptly – no matter  
when they are received. 

Transfers
Transfers are a critical point along the customer journey, and  
how well (or poorly) they are handled can significantly impact  
both retention and satisfaction. Welcoming transferred customers  
allows you to begin developing a relationship with them as they  
transition to your agency. 

KEY DRIVERS AND BEST PRACTICES
There are many ways to create a great customer experience, but the list below highlights nine proven “key drivers” of satisfaction that should be part of every agency’s 
standard processes. 
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PROACTIVE RATE CHANGE NOTIFICATION & PIR BENEFITS
Rate changes and Personal Insurance Reviews are two key “Moments of Truth” when agents can demonstrate their value to 
customers. When handled well, they can increase satisfaction and drive loyalty. 
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No	Rate	Increase Rate	Increase
(No	Notification)

Rate	Increase
(Notified,	Options	Not	

Discussed)

Rate	Increase
(Notified,	Options	

Discussed)

AFI	OSAT,	Agency	OSAT	&	AFI	Value
By	Rate	Increase

AFI	OSAT Agency	OSAT AFI	Value
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Review

Yes,	But	Declined Yes,	Discussed	Over	
The	Phone

Yes,	Met	In	Person

AFI	OSAT		&	%Failing	To	Meet	Expectations	
By	Personal	 Insurance	Review	(PIR)

AFI	OSAT %	Failing	To	Meet	Expectations

PROACTIVE RATE CHANGE  
NOTIFICATION BENEFITS. 
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RESOURCES

Key Dates
- Quarterly satisfaction (OSAT)  

results tentatively available

Satisfaction Performance Results
- Performance Reports – Current  

and Rolling 4 Quarter
- Voice of the Customer Survey  

information
- Action Plan Progress

Satisfaction Recognition
- Certification Status 

Key Drivers & Best Practices
- Links to articles in MyGuide

All About Surveys
- FAQs
- Copy of cover letter and survey
- Template to calculate your OSAT score
- Appeal Process Info

American Star Certification
- American Star Agencies
- FAQs
- Qualification requirements
- Certification process
- Program incentives

Experience Recovery
- FAQs
- Process details

LEARN MORE ON THE AMERICAN STAR WEBSITE
American Star web page

Tab 4 - Front side 
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AGENT TESTIMONIALS

“Keeps us driven to a goal for the whole office to 
achieve.”

“This award is my favorite because it’s based on  
customer satisfaction. That has always been very  
important to me.“

“Customers like knowing their agency excels in  
customer experience.”

“Quite frankly it should be the most important  
award in the company. Satisfied clients will lead  
to everything else the company wants.”

“It is good to be recognized for doing what you are 
paid to do. Without loyal customers, we have  
nothing.”

“It’s good to have a distinction for agencies with 
strong OSAT scores. I think it may also help the  
qualifying agencies to be selected by clients looking 
for quotes when they are searching the American 
Family site for a potential new agent.”

Tab 4 - Back side 
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Triangle desk tent picture frame and agent cards

• Size Closed: 8” X6.5”

• Press Printed 

• Branding Colors - PMS and CMYK

• Custom Die Created
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FUNDRAISING

2017

2018

• Size Closed: 8” X6.5”

• Press Printed 

• Branding Colors - PMS and CMYK

• Custom Die Created
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EVENT GRAPHICS

Ceremony starts
at 2:00pm in 

the Atrium with
refreshments 

afterward.

Join us for a
Veterans Day
Celebration

8-5x11_FlagPages.indd   1 10/22/15   3:19 PM
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Please help us help them.
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Amfam

 Letter writing materials, Forever stamps

 Phone cards – AT&T works the best

 Cards for different occasions so that the soldier can  
send them home to loved ones

 Small canned foods that can be shipped

 Snack bars, beef jerky, chex mix, chips

 Cereal, small boxes

 Nuts/dried fruit/pudding and fruit cups

 Hard or not melting candies

 Powdered drink mixes such as Gatorade  
(single serve is great!)

 Toothbrushes, toothpaste, soap

 Deodorant, disposable razors

 Qtips, Handi Wipes (travel size)

 Baby wipes (refill packages are great bargains)

 Eye drops – non-prescription, moisturizing

 Towels and wash clothes, travel pillow

 Bed sheets (Twin size) and pillow cases – deploying  
soldiers must purchase their own

 Paperback books and magazines

 Small toys, matchbox cars or other small items they  
could use or give away

 Comic books

 Puzzle books and playing cards, batteries (AA and AAA)

 CD’s and DVD movies (American Standard)

 Sports items such as baseball caps/balls, footballs,  
volleyballs, soccer balls etc.

DONATION SUGGESTIONS

Or come up with one on your own.  Be Creative!   
We will be accepting anything (tastefully done)  

and boxing them for our soldiers.  

ProgramEvent

Welcome!
The November 11th Veterans Day Ceremony is intended to honor all branches of the military. We’d 
like this time to be an opportunity to remember the service and sacrifice of all military service 
members, all veterans and their families. American Family Insurance is proud of our employees, 
agents, and customers who have served in the Armed Forces. We want to recognize those, as well 
as the members of our community, who have sacrificed so much to serve our country.

History of Veterans Day

During World War I, fighting ceased when an armistice, or temporary cessation of hostilities, 
went into effect on the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month. For that reason, 
November 11, 1918, is generally regarded as the end of “the war to end all wars.” 

In November 1919, President Wilson proclaimed November 11 as the first recurring  
commemoration of Armistice Day. Then, World War II required the greatest mobilization of  
soldiers, sailors, Marines and airmen in the Nation’s history. After American forces had fought 
aggression in Korea, at the urging of the veterans service organizations, June 1, 1954,  
November 11th became a day to honor American veterans of all wars.

The observance of Veterans Day not only preserves the historical significance of the date, but  
helps focus attention on the important purpose of Veterans Day: A celebration to honor all  
those who have served for their patriotism, love of country, and willingness to serve and  
sacrifice for the common good.

Organized by American Family Insurance Veterans and Military Business Resource Group

Event-Program-2.indd   1 11/5/15   1:17 PM

Art directed and designed the marketing 
and environmental graphics for the 2015 
Veterans Day Company event. First  
person ever to emphasize the use of the  
atrium pillars. The pillars where used to 
displaying the 5 military banners. This 
event was broadcast through the  
company’s compass website. 
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VETERANS DAY
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Amfam

for our Men and
Women in the 
Armed Forces

Donations 

BARREL_ARTWORK.indd   1 10/13/15   2:20 PM
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INTERNAL MARKETING 

Cust  mer
eXcellence

TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Donate a Toy to 
Children in need!
Toy drive is from November 30th to December 5th

U.S. MARINE CORPS RESERVES

Jeff  Bike
Linda Barbie
Darren GI Joe
Eric Telescope
Susan Doll
Jordan Bike
John Truck
Natalie Doll House
Matt Car

J1504167_ToysForTots-Poster.indd   1 11/12/15   11:19 AM

WE OFFER A 
FARM SAFETY 

SPECIALIST
PROGRAM

J1504230_FarmSafetyBanner.indd   1 11/11/15   9:06 AM
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Thank you for visiting  
the DreamBank! 

You can follow the instructions below to download your photos. 

Happy Holidays!

1. Please go to website:  http://tinyurl.com/DreamBank

2. Scroll through the gallery using the left and right arrows.

3. When you find your photo, click on it so it shows up in the 
righthand pane (where these instructions are now).

4. Click the down button below the photo. The download 
 photos look like this.

SINCE 2014SINCE 2014

Cars Curing Kids Mission:
 Facilitating research that will prevent and eliminate pediatric surgical diseases.

Dedicated to eliminatingDedicated to eliminating
pediatric surgical pediatric surgical 

diseasesdiseases

Designed four Toys for Tots posters to 
promote event. Also five kids color  
postcards for a creative activity.

Poster activity with hwy map and five states as cars.
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Postcard mailer

Charity Sponsored Folder
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